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The Lost Child.
[Through the courtesy of Mrs Sedgeley
Ross we are able to publish the supposed
complete story of David Robbins aud some
of his dastardly crimes 'which were com
mitted in the 30’ s in and around Rangeley.
The “ Lost child” referred to, is alive and
living in the city of Saco, Me. The origi
nal story is in pamphlet form and was
from the press of the Daily Courier, Low 
ell, Mass., dated 1857. Ed.J
In the year of about 1819 or 1820.' there
came to the town of Bethel, Maine, a town
on the Androscoggin river, county of Ox
ford, a stranger, a smart, athletic looking
man of 23 years of age, and wanted work,
ft was in the spring season. He went to a
man by the namo of Stearns, a wealthy
farmer in that town, with whom lie en
gaged to work tlie season, or until snow
should come, at a given price. He com
menced directly, and pursued his labor understandingly and with more than ordina
ry ambition and perseverance, very ready
at all times to do chores, help the women,
and seemed to lose no opportunity to be in
the way of every call, and looking to
everything that might need looking after,
lie became a great favorite with all the
family. He wrote his name David R ob
bins, but from him they could not learn
where he came from, as he would say from
various places at different times; and it
was noticed that when there was a town
meeting or training, or an assemblage of
young people he would not mingle with
them in any instance, hut remain at home
at his work, apparently happy. In this
way he continued with Stehrns untill win
ter, received his money, and went round
that vicinity threshing grain for every
tenth bushel, as was the custom there in
those days; there seemed to be no tire to
him—lie would thresh until midnight more
than half the nights, and made more than
he did in summer. During the winter he
called at Stearns’ once a fortnight or
three weeks, but always left early in the
evening. Stearns had a daughter, aged
about 19, intelligent and smart/ In the
fore part of March, when It became snowshoeing, Robbins went to Stearns’ house;
all were al home and glad to see Robbins,
as they always were. In a short time,
Robbins said to Stearns, “ I want to talk
with you in the other room ,” and both
went iii. When there, Robbins said—“ Mr.
Stearns, 1 am going to broach a subject
ycu never dreamed of.
I want your
daughter.” The old man, then about fifty,
was astonished, for sure enough he had
never dreamed of such a thing-, (he said
so); “ but it is first necessary to get her
consent and then consult the parents upon
the subject; it is no ordinary bargain, and
requires time and reflection. Her mother,
I am sure, is as ignorant of such a thing
as I am. Your intention must be made
known to the whole family before I can
talk with you on the subject.” Robhins
says, “ It is all understood and agreed up
on between your daughter and me, and
with the consent of her parents we shall
be married this week,” (this being Mon
day) . Steams says— ‘ 4You may talk with
my daughter and her mother together
now, and be here next Thursday and I will
say to you what I think and mean or. the
subject.” Robbins then went with the
mother and daughter into a separate
room, where ne told the agreement with
the daughter; that if lie married ever he
•Jiould marry her tills week, should move
to his home directly which was about 34
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miles; the daughter, being present, assent with an untiring constitution,—I think be lived with his father’ s family one year,
ed to all he said.cNow said Robbins “ may yond any we ever knew. He continued but were discontented, wishing to live as
it be so or not? I have promised to be clearing land in its season hunting spring they always had done. The father, seeing
here and see her father and you on Thurs and fall about five weeks, trapping furs that he could not tame them, consented
day.” The mother said, “ I am astonished, which he sold at Phillips aud Farmington, to let them return to their Indian friends,
and do not know what to think or say. these places being his resort for trade at provided they would visit there at least
You was a good man for us last summer that time. Robbins thus pursued his bus three times a year. They left, and now
—sober and steady we liked you, but we iness for seven yeai's, clearing about forty live in Martha’ s Vineyard, and have al
do not know what may come hereafter, acres of land, one-third of which was in ways been faithful to their promise to
you know the advice I should give my tervale; he had erected a small two-story visit home three times a year. Jim has ac
danghter would be for her happiness, if I house, a good bairn and sheds, and had be quired considerable property by fishing
and trade on the seaboard; both he and
knew what it ought to be. You say you come the owner of oxen, cows, &c., &c.
In the fall of 1S24 or 1S25, he went to his wife are much respected by those of
shall be here next Thursday, the family
shall all talk it over and then we shall Farmington and Phillips, as usual with his acquaintance.
better know what we shall finally say on his furs, and returning home he passed
In the mean time Robbins had hunted
reflection. Robhins soon left and returned through the then new town of Avon, the exclusively on the waters of the M agallo
on Thursday. In the intennediate time shortest route to the Umbagog lake which way and had thinned the beaver and most
this subject was talked over and pondered he had to cross to reach home. Robbins, valuable fur so that it had become very
upon continually and they from their ac in passing the last clearing before entering scarce, and one fall took his birch and
quaintance, having found him industrious, the woods to strike the lake, found a little traps and proceeded further east, through
honest, mild tempered and obliging in all girl digging potatoes close to the woods the Umbagog lake, thence up four miles
things as far as they knew, resolved, that near a. foot-path in which he was walking. to Mulkamug, (an Indian name for this
the daughter should do as she chose and She \#s accompanied by her brother, lake), or Richardson lake, thence up about
that ail should acquiesce in so doing. This about two years old, who had run along three and one half miles to the M ooselook
fact, when altogether, was communicated in the path while she was digging pota meguntic and through it to the inlet called
to Robbins, who said, “ my dear you ara toes. When Robbins came up to the child the Kennebago river, seven miles to Ken
the only one to ask now, do you say no or he patted him on the head, and reaching nebago ponds, great and little—the great
yes?”
She replied “ Ye$.”
They were out his arms, the little fellow willingly Kennebago is about twelve, ancl the little,
married Saturday morning and left the went with him to the lake where a family about fourteen miles from its outlet into,
next Tuesday for liis home, thirty-five of Indians from the St. Francis tribe, was the great lake, (on M ooselookmeguntic.)
miles distant as it proved to be. (These encamped. They asked Robhins what he A t the little Kennebago he met with tw o
facts came from the parents of Mrs. R ob was going to do with the little boy, hunters named Hinds and Cloutman, who
bins twenty years after their marriage). (whose name was Janies Wilber,) he said had for years hunted on those waters, and
It was then he developed his preparations he had found him in the woods and should whose camp was on the little Kennebogo
for moving to his home thirty-five miles cut him up for sable bait. This excited pond, when they met. Hinds and Cloutdistant he had said. During the winter their sympathy exceedingly, and they tried man claimed the ground under the Indian
months, when threshing-, he had provided to dissuade him from doing such an act, laws of hunting, which seemed then to be
himself with traps, blankets, snow-shoes, but Robbins appeared to be sincere in his the only code recognized by the white'man,
lamp-fillers, moose-sleighs, and men, to intention, which induced one of the squaws these recent successors of the Indian. But
leave with him at any time by having one to buy him for a beaver skin. The hoy, Robbins, it appears, being a man of com
day’ s notice. He took with him flour, when asked his name, said it was Jim, it manding influence and well prepared for a
pork, and salt in abundance. Robbins being all he could say, and from that time fall's hunt, was able to prevail on Hinds
dictated what his wife should take from the Indians called him white Jim. Great and Cloutman to admit him into copart
home, which was of as little weight as search was made in woods for many days nership with them, putting their traps and
possible, and packed up all together. He by all who were able to go, for miles equippage into one stock. Reluctantly,
started on sno'w-shoes with his wife and around, but they discovered nothing ex but wishing to avoid both collision and
men. directly up the Bear river through cept some small fragments of his frock, the enmity of Robbins, they agreed to his
th. forests to Umbagog lake which was which Robbins tore off to induce people proposal, and directly they united in tuildtwenty miles, then across the lake and up to think he had been killed by wild beasts. ing what they called their home camp,
the Magalloway to the mouth of the Dia Tbe Indians knew not who Robbins was, about three miles east of the little Kenne
mond fifteen miles, making the distance —they kept the boy and soon returned to bago pond.
From thence they parted,
from home, as he had said, thirty-five Canada to their tribe on the St. Francis each taking steel traps in their packs and
miles.
river. All supposed the boy dead until he each setting sable traps on their different
The northern parts of the counties of Ox was twenty years old, when the family routes, meeting at the home camp occa
ford and Franklin afforded a rich field for with which he lived came and encamped sionally and depositing there from time to
the trappfng of beaver, otter, sables and within tw o miles of where Wilber lived. time all their accumulations of furs. In
all other furs of the same latitude in New Many visited the Indians out of curiosity, this way they had continued hunting for
England and profitable to the hardy and and among others was the sister of White about seven weeks, when they all three
enterprising hunter. In the year 1819 or Jim, who, when first looking at him, was met together at the home camp. They had
20, I think, one David Robbins, settled at struck by his countehance as resembling been more than ordinarily successful, but
the junction of the Diamond sti'eam with so much her father’s family. She kept her finding the winter season fast approaching,
the Magalloway which unites with the eyes on him during her stay, and the which would stop their operations, agreed *
waters of the main Androscoggin, two thought occurred to her that he was her to separate, each go over his line of sable ’ *
miles below the lower, on Umbagog lake, brother who was lost eighteen years be traps, knock them down, take up the o t
fifteen miles from the nearest inhabitants, fore. She returned home, told the family ter, beaver and muskrat traps and return
with whom he had no other communica what she had seen and what thoughts had on a given day, and immediately leave for
tion than by water or through the woods, occurred to her. They all immediately their homes. Hinds and Cloutman returned
no road by land. Letter B in Maine, and went to the camp, and at first sight, were on the day appointed and found that
Errol, N. p ., were of equal distance from convinced that he was the long lost child their home camp was consumed by fire
him; these places he could reach by going and no other. The father often visited during their absence. There had fallen
down the Magalloway to its junction, White Jim, as he could talk better English about three inches of snow and there ap
thence down four miles to Errol or Letter than Black Jim, and from him and the peared no track of Robbins since the snow.
B., across the lake, the same distance. Indians he learned that he was found in As they were fast falling into distress, in
Robbins soon secured for family use suffi the woods between the Androscoggin and the wilderness without provisions, it be
cient moo’se meat for a year’ s supply, Connecticut rivers, these being only twen came necessary that they should make-"or
>vhicli they corned a little and smoked, ty miles apart, by a hunter unknown to the nearest inhabitants as soon as possi
and in addition to this, they could obtain the Indians, who was going to use him for ble, which were then at Rangeley. They
trout in abundance when desired. When sable bait,-but one good squaw, now dead, had started off a mile or more when Hinds
spring opened he commenced preparing for bought him for a beaver skin and that the stopped and said to Cloutman, “ all is not
a crop by falling trees, and burning them Indians never had any clue to his paren right. Robbins, has burned that camp and
together with the shrubery, and digging tage. White Jim had at this time been stolen all the furs. And by going back we
up the ground, so that he planted about married to a pretty young squaw of seven can satisfy ourselves about it. In such a
one-half acre to potatoes, turnips, &c., teen years. The father importuned with corner of the camp was a box in which
that spring. Robbins was a powerful and his son to come aud live with him; after was a gun lock, some screws and other arindustrious man of about 180 lbs. weight, much persuasion they consented. They
[Continued on 4th page.]
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with one of his celebrated brochures de
nouncing the Jews. It was a fine opportu
it
nity for revenge— Offenbach being an Is
raelite—and the brochure was in the hands
A N E C D O T E S W H I C H S H O W T H E P E  of Offenbach in no time. Two days elapsed,
and Wagner had tbe pamphlet back.
C U L IA R IT IE S O F T H E M A S T E R S .
When he opened it, this is what he found
written on the front page, “ Dear Wagner,
T h ey W e r o N ot G e n e ra lly A m ia b le C ritics your brochure is rot; stick to music.”
Haydn was a great admirer of the fair
o f E a ch O th e r—C om m ents T h at W e re
sex, and some of his prettiest things were
U su ally C au stic an d F re q u e n tly B ru ta l. said about women. One specimen must
R ossin i’s W itticism s.
suffice. The celebrated Mrs. Billington
was a great friend of his, and Sir Joshua
Never surely was composer more witty Reynolds had painted her portrait. Haydn
than the master who gave us an immor went to see the picture when it was fin
tal setting of “ William Tell.”
Rossini’s ished. “ Yes,” ho said to tho artist, “ it is
whimsicality extended even to his birth very good. But you have made ono mis
day. Having heen horn in leap year, on take. You have painted Mrs. Billington
Feb. 39, he had, of course, a birthday only listening to the angels, whereas the angels
once in four years, and when he was 73 he should be listening to her. ”
Berlioz, the eminent French composer,
facetiously invited his friends to celebrate
his eighteenth birthday. Some of the best had a caustic wit. He could not endure
specimens of his wit were shown in con Bach, and he used to call Handel “ a big
nection with brother composers. “ You hog, a “ qiusician of tho stomach. ’ ’ For
know,” he said cnc day, speaking to a this he was paid out by Mendelssohn, who
friend—“ you know what pretty dance declared that after touching a score of
tunes Anber has always written” —Auber Berlioz soap and hot water were neces
being as likely to write dance tunes as sary. Berlioz, however, bad his musical
Rossini was to write a sermon. The mae hero, and that hero was Beethoven. Touch
stro seldom went to the opera or to any Beethoven irreverently and his ire was
place of amusement, but ho could not re kindled. There is a certain passage for
sist the temptation of hearing one of Wag the double basses in one of the master’s
ner’s works. It was “ Tannhauser.” After scores which was at one time believed to
ward, when asked to give his opinion of be almost impossible of execution. Now
the opera, he said: “ It is too important Habeneck conducted a performance of this
and too elaborate a work to be judged aft work in Paris, and gavo the passage in
er a single hearing, but so far as la m oon question to tho cellos. Berlioz, who was
present, met Habeneck soon after, and
cerned, I shall not give it a second.”
Upon amateurs he was especially severe. Isked him when he meant to give the pas
A few days after Meyerbeer’s death a sage as Beethoven intended it to ho given.
young admirer of his called upon tho com ’‘Never as long as I live,” said Habeneck.
poser of “ William Tell” with an elegy “ Well, we’H w ait,” replied Berlioz.
which he had written in honor of his idol. “ D on ’t let it be long.”
Speaking of Beethoven, that master’s
“ Well,” said Rossini, after hearing the
composition played over, “ if you really humor was rather of the grim kind, re
want my honest opinion, I think it would sembling more the satire of Carlyle than
havo been better if you had died and Mey anything else. Tho composer’s brother
erbeer had written an elegy.” Sometimes had a littlo property of his own, and was
the amateurs would endeavor to bribe him very proud of it. Ono day ho called on
into a compliment hy sending him a little Beethoven and left a card inscribed, “ Jo
present. The ruse, however, was but sel- i hann Van Beethoven, land proprietor.”
dom effectual. A budding composer once Next day he liad it returned to him, writ
accompanied his new composition with a ten on the back, “ L. Van Beethoven,
Stilton, hoping, of course, to have a lettex brain proprietor.” — Chambers’ Journal.
praising tho work. The letter came, but
j
all it said was: “ Thanks. I like the cheese
Matriculate.
very m uch,' ’
Matriculate means to enroll oneself un
Rossini's witticisms indeed bubbled der a- mother. A college liko the Nowforth at all times and under all circum comb or a university is called alma mater
stances. On onc occasion a gentleman (propitious mother, soul mother). The
called upon him tq enlist hie aid in procur meaning of alumni is foster children,
ing for him an engagement at the opera, which students are to their college, being
lie was a drummer,, and had taken the Enrolled in a register after certain forms
precaution to bring his instrument. Ros and examinations. Matricula is Latin for
sini said he would hear him “ play,” and roll.—New .Orleans Times-Democrat.
it was decided that he should show off in
EGGS Or COMMERCE.
the overture to “ Et: dramide.” The very
/ _ ___ 1 _
first bar cf the over? are contains n tremolo S h e B ig B usiness D on e I n th e I n te r n a 
fbr the drum, and when this had been per
tio n a l T ra d in g I n T h em .
formed, the player remarked, “ Now I have
There
is a standard joke in the variety
a restmf 73 bars; these, o f course, I will
skip.
This was too good a ebaimo to he theaters, so often told that it has conTB to
lost. “ Oh, n o,” said the composer; “ by have a familiar sound to the ears of pa
all means count the 73 bars. I particular trons, concerning a remark made by a city
ly wish to hear those.”
man who heard that eggs had gone down
Somo of these anecdotes of Rossini re to a cent apiece. “ I don’t see how the
mind ue that composers, ns a rule, have hens can do it for the ju ice.” Notwith
not figured amiably as critics of each standing tho reduction in the price of eggs,
other. Handel swore that Gluck knew no and the almost unlimited supply of them
more about counterpoint than his cook; in all countries that have developed their
Weber pronounced Beethoven a madman, agricultural resources, it is a fact that the
and Haydn said of a brother musician that trade in eggs, their exportation from one
“ he played the fiddle like a hog.” Liszt country to another, has become a large
was particularly severe upon fellow art item of international commerce, as some
ists. Some one was once playing to him recent figures show. The case of Den
a composition ho evidently did not care mark is in point. Denmark’s trade in
for. “ What is that?” he asked. “ It is eggs with foreign countries, chiefly with
Bennett’s ‘ Maid of Orleans’ sonata,” was England and Scotland, has grown enor
the reply. “ A h ,” said the virtuoso, “ what mously. Twenty years ago the annual
a pity.that the original manuscript did not Danish export of eggs was 600,000; now
meet with the same fate as Joan !” In this it is reckoned at 110,000,000. In the same
connection a good story is told of the late period the importation of eggs into Eng
Victor Masse. He was informed one day land has increased tenfold, but only a part
that a rival composer took every opportu of the whole number comes from Denmark,
nity of declaring that his (Masse’s) music the two other egg exporting countries
was execrable. “ Ho maintains I have no from which England draws its supplies
talent,” said Masse; “ I always declare he being Holland and France. France ex
has plenty. We both know we lie.” But j ports to other countries 600,000,000 eggs
perhaps better than this was the opinion j in a year and Italy exports 500,000,000
of WTagner expressed by Offenbach. WTag-1 eggs in a year, chiefly to Austria and Ger
ner had just published his “ R ienzi,” aud 1 many.
off went a copy to Offenbach, with a re- !
The dairymen of the United States de
quest- that he would say what he thought pend chiefly on tho enormous home mar
of it. Now Offenbach had previously read ket, and they have rivals in the export of
some of Wagner’s poems and had made j Americafl eggs in tho Canadians, Canada
fun of them, a circumstance well known ranking next to France arid Italy and
to Wagner. After some three weeks the ahead of Denmark and Holland as an egg
score of “ Rienzi” was returned to its com- j exporting country.
Canada exports to
poser with a slip on which was written, j other countries 300,000,000 eggs in a year.
“ Dear Wagner, your music is trash; stick For the fiscal year of 1895 tho treasury
to poetry.” This of course enraged Wagner figures give as the total exports of Am eri
greatly, and some months later he was out j can eggs to foreign countries 151,000 doz-
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en, which is equivalent to 1,813,000 eggs.
In the fiscal year 189(3, however, the total
exportations of American eggs increased
to 328,000 dozen, or 3,936,000 eggs, a little
more than twice as much.
It is a somewhat curious fact, that the
weight of eggs is materially larger in nor
thern than in southern climates. Canadian
eggs, for instance, aro heavier than those
shipped from tho United States, and eggs
in the northern suites of this country are
heavier than those from the south.—New
York Sun.

Everybod y Says s o .

Cascarets Candy Cathartic, the most won
derful medical discovery of the age, pleas
ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently
ami positively on kidneys, liver and bowels,
<l ..wing the entire system, dispel colds,
on:v headache, fever, habitual' constipation
and biiiousness. Please buy and try a box
o S ;. C. O to-day; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sdld and
■i-iced to cure by all druggists.

C H I N A T O W N ’ S P H Y S IC IA N S .

B u r n e d P a p e r an d G inseng E c o t, W h ic h
B r in g H im F a n cy P rices.

One of the queerest shops in Chinatown
is that of a Chinese doctor, who wears LCaveats, and T; ie-!
large diamond rings and prescribes sharks' J c u t b e s i s e s s c o r . J .: o t :
is Opposite u .
? v.
fins, birds' nests and snakes’ tongues for |ourwOe ffice
c a a o e c u r e p a t e n t i n ic -c s t - o t
his patients. For prescriptions for indi | r o o '. o t e f r o m W a s h i n g t o n .
gestion it is his custom to charge his pa £ _ S s n d m o d e l , d r a w i n g o r p h o t o . , v.-k
| iio a .
W e a d v i s e , it p a t e n t a b l e o r ...
tient $1 .
y ch a rg e.
O u r f e e n o t d u e t il l p a t e n t is
When that sum has been paid, he writes % X P a m p h l e t , “ H o w t o O b t a i n 1-Vac
Chinese characters on a long strip of pa j c c s ? o f t a o a in t h e U . 3 . a n d f o r e i g n
per. This he burns, uttering incantations.
iJ
«ft* ’
The ashes he permits to fall into a glass
‘a
a L O•j h a
w J &S t..'
of water which is given to the patient to
)P f-. fV .T EH T O f ?
drink. This cure is said to work every
time, but a New York physician who has
examined it says it consists of nothing
more or ler-a thaq the administration of
charcoal, lor.:;- known to practitioners as a
cure, 'for d y t ,:sia.
A much more expensive prescription
which this iv.;w York Chinese doctor puts
up for his. ;..... \u, i;> ...>.ug. There are
some ept ch
this peculiar plant for
which i-iiu t. -,;.-n:iown doctor charges as
much a $100 per pound.
Ginseng is suppozed to infuse new life
into him who takes it. To tho devoutChinamen gin. ,-sg represents tho fountain
: -ie.- -ripti.on m ay
A n y o n e sei irtin a sketch
qu ick ly ascertain, fr e e , v
, ; : a-’, in v en tion is
of youth, and for a small part of its pre
-a,-us s trictly
probably pat eatable. C: ;on
cious wood he w ill often spend his last cent.
v.r ssc-nring: peten ts
confiden tial. Oldest aye: . -■■
>' shington office.
in America. W c h ave
There are only three countries in the
P a ten ts ta ken through U.-.’.m & Co. r e c e iv e
whole world where ginseng is found—
c p e c i a l n o t ic e in t b e
China, Korea and the United States. Hun
dreds of thousands of doll ■•s’ worth of gin
. :tv ‘ .: :
-.ied,
ol
seng arc annimhy exported r- am this coun
v . v / e - t
,
.-.year;
$1.4 0 s i x l . 'c r r t b s .
i ? p e e ! :. a c o p i e d
- d i la n d
try to China, where it is in great demand
by the native doctors, although European
MUNN
and American chemists who have exam
ined it have failed to find that it possesses
any curative or medicinal propc rties.
in China t h e best ginseng comes from
Manchuria and sells for $100 per pound.
r
This is called the imperial brand. The
second grade is collected in Korea, while
RIPA-N-S
the ginseng used by the poorer classes
ik
comes from tho United States.
The Chinatown doctor sells ginseng to
tu
5W
.1 The modem stand
his patients at $20 to $100 per pound. Ho
J
insists on wrapping it up in red paper
m
ard Family
hearing Chinese characters. An American
¥ Medidoctor who tasted some of it the other day
&
cin e: C ures the
said it had the flavor of orris root and
2)
that its virtues, for which the Chinese pay
OJ
eo highly, are purely imaginary.—New
common every-day
York Journal.
i 11 o f h u m a n i t y .
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I m m in o u s P h o t o g r a p h s .

Several ways have been discovered for
making luminous photographs. Luminous
paint is spread on a sheet of cardboard,
which is exposed to light under a glass
positive. When the cardboard is taken to
a dark room, a brilliant phosphorescent
image is seen. The effect can bo produced
by arranging glass tubes containing a
phosphorescent substance behind a thin
glass positive.
Tho luminosity of the
tubes w ill shine through the positive on
exposure to light. When viewed in tho
dark, a glowing image results. Again,
spread a thin coating of starch paste even
ly over a sheet of cardboard; dust over it
an even layer of powdered calcium or ba
rium sudphide, rubbing with a brush to
mako it adhere to every part. Then satu
rate a print with a mixture of castor oil
and turpentine, taking off tho excess with
a clean rag. Paste the print upon the
cardboard and di'y before the fire. This
w ill be luminous in the dark after having
been well exposed to the light.
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H o w to A d vertise.

Fond Wife—What arc you so busy at?
Young Physician—I am writing a letter
to the papers abusing Dr. Blank, tho great
scientist.
“ But Dr. Blank has never done you any
harm, and you always agree with his the
ories. ’ ’
“ True. But it’s agaiust the rule for
physicians to advertise, and I must get
myself before the public somehow.” —Pick
Me Up.
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Granges at lowest pos-jl £
j o

sible prices go to i <
*

©

Jj ;Hellen’s at C. M . Davy] ?
•is store, Phillips, TVSe.)
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the riders are fast coming to the stage,
t iik y o u x g h o u s e k e e p e r .
serving an orange at breakfast since tbe
where, like the rich man, they pray for
There are few more exasperaning things advent of the pointed orange spoon is to
“ only a drop of water,” when someone
to a young wife than the comparison, so cut it into halves horizontally with the
shouts, “ there are trees in the distance.”
often made by her husband, between his L:iu on, and with this spoon extract the
Welcome oasis! by whose cooling spring
new and old home. A good son naturally juice with the pulp and leave the fiber.
j ant-l under trees which furnish both food
considers Ins mother the embodiment of The orange may be prepared prettily for
and shelter, past suffering is soon forworthy wisdom, tact and household serving by breaking the sections apart and
I gotten.
M rs. Harry P. Dill, E ditress.
management.
Whatever departure his leaving them upon a strip of peel. This
How like the worldwide blessing of
u u ' L r u x ji_ r L T L r 'u i_ [iJ ij- water are the letters that come to us from young wife makes from the old ways he is is readily done by cutting through the
accustomed to he is apt to regard with peel in two lines around the fruit, leaving
countries which may not indeed be far as
apprehension. If his old home was run by a half inch band of peel around the middle
distance is counted, but only as we arc
W h a t th e F low ers Say.
an extra system, the slightest departure of the orange and removing all the rest of
separated from those we love.
The red rose says, '-Be sw e e t,”
from that cast-iron management he is the skin. Cut the strip in one place and
Next
to
the
actual
presence
of
our
friends
And the lily bids, “Be pure,”
likely to look on as unthrifty. Though he carefully open the fruit at its natural
what so dear as their written words
The hardy, brave chrysanthemum,
may show infinite forbearance in such sections, spreading the strip cf peel out
“Be patient arid endure.”
^
which almost bring them before us?
Every turn of the pen is familiar, and you cases where there is really no need of for flat. Lay oranges prepared in this
The violet whispers. “ Give,
Nor grudge nor count the cost,”
would not have it different for the world. bearance, the doubt lingers whether his manner upon a flat glass dish and scatter
The woodbine, “K eep on blossoming
Although it may not b<5 correct, it was loved and scrupulously neat little wife finely cracked ice over them. A napkin
In spite o f chill and frost.”
written foryou an d you prizeit according will not finally develop into a hopeless should be wrung out of fresh water and
sloven. Such doubts are too often foster laid over the prepared fruit until serving
And so each gracious flower
ly-'
ed
by his relatives, who see a new order time to prevent the delicate skin covering ’
Has each a several word,
People who write easily and well, often
Which, r e a d together, maketh up
have demands from those to whom it is of housekeeping, and unless they are per- each section from becoming hard and dry.
The message o f the L o r d .
more of a task, and very queer is some of sons or exceptional liberality of character With a few blossoms or gi’een foliage
— S usan C o o lid ge.
they disapprove of it,
around the edge of the dish this makes an
their experiences. A friend of mine whose
On the other hand, if the system of the attractive and refreshing picture upon the
j writing is of the neatest and who has a
T he A rt of L e tte r W ritin g .
old home was an “ easy as an old shoe,” breakfast table on an oppressive spring
happy gift of expression was asked by a
and tbe young husband finds his wife is morning.
I am well aware that many will say
poor girl to write a letter for her. Fancy
there is no art in writing a letter, and my friend’s amusement in closing to have fond of law and order, the suspicion
forces itself upon him that she may de
they are mostly the very people whose
PO TA TO SCOXES.
this sentence dictated:
“ Please excuse
velop the temper and tyranny of a domes
letters hear witness to their statement.
bad writing and poor spelling,”
Two cups potato (mashed), one-half cup
tic martinet. In whatever way the new
What do we mean when we say of such
After all that is no worse than to have
of flour, small piece of butter, a pinch of
home departs from the old, it is likely to
a person that ho is a good letter writer?
your handwriting called “ unique;” if
salt and pepper, milk. Mash the potato
Mark the b itter , for one may write a there is one word in the English language cause grave doubts and disturbance of very fine, add the flour, salt, pepper and
superlatively good letter and yet boa very which, like charity, “ covers a multitude of mind.
butter, with sweet milk to roll. Roll oneIt does not detract from the love and
poor penman.
lialf inch thick, fry till brown in hot but
sins,” it is “ unique.”
And the hour in
admiration of the husband that he does
All that many see iu a letter is the way
ter,-just enough to grease the griddle well.
which it is applied to one’ s penmanship is
it is written. It may be overflowing with n ot the hour when we should wish “ To not alva ys believe his wife wise and Scones should be cut in a circle the size of
prudent. Even her own mother and sis
wit, but what matters that to the stern
the griddle,and then cut in quarters.
see ourselves as others see us.”
ters are likely to commend her efforts with
critic if every i is not carefully dotted and
When Sam Weller wrote his famous
M is s E d x a M o s h e r .
the doubtful phrase, “ She will learn.” It
every t faithfully crossed?
valentine and read it to his father, the old
is the height of injustice to contrast her
I wonder if it would be possible for
C R E A M Y D R E SSIN G FOR SA LA D S .
gentleman listened approvingly until the
inexperienced management, as so many
everyone to be a precise and legible writer.
Mix together 1 teaspoonful of mustard,
abrupt end, when he exclaimed, “ that’s
do, with the efforts of a woman full of 1 teaspoonful of salt, tw o teaspoonfuls of
Having tried for lo! these many years ancl
rather a sudden pull up, ain’ t it Sammy?”
wisdom of years. However, it does not flour, 2 of sugar, the yolk of 1 egg, a few
fallen wofully short of my ideal, as the old
“ Not a bit of it,” said Sam, “ she’ ll wish
necessarily follow , because the young grains of cayenne pepper, % cup vinegar,,
Scotchman said, “ I hae me doots” on the
there was more,” and that’ s the great art
wife’ s methods of housekeeping are dif and 1 teaspoonful of butter. Cook in a,
subject.
of letter writing.
ferent from the older woman’ s that they double boiler stiring constantly, cool and
Writing was once, as good writing has
So you see that after all it is an art, of
ever been, a very marvelous and myster which you may consider yourself past are inferior. She has had the Advantage, add one half cup of cream beaten till thick.
ious accomplishment in my youthful eyes, master or mistress when a friend receiving if she is a woman of average intelligence,
Miss E l l a V . T o o t h a k e r .
of superior instruction. Her intuitions
and it amuses me when I think of the
your letter wishes “ there was more of it .” arc just as true as her mother’s, and they
CORKED BEE F H A SH .
respect I felt for those who could “ read
are supplemented by the enlightenment of
writing.” Our writing books were kept
One pint corned beef, chopped fine, one
Our club was in session atid they had
by the teacher and were passed around to been discussing various matters, among a practical age. She can point with pride small onion chopped fine, mixed with the
to the statistics of the new generation of yolk of a hard boiled egg, one raw egg',
us, like something good to eat, on Wednes them sulphur.
mothers, which show that there has been and one-lialf teaspoonful pepper, IMclt in
day and Saturday mornings by some of
“ Sulphur is a disinfectant,” corrobora
the big girls, whose ability to read our ted Mrs. Newcomb, biting into a sugary a steady decrease in the death rate among saucepan butter the size of an egg, and
little children since the last generation. one teaspoonful flour stirring until smooth.
names I regarded with unbounded awe.
square from the little plate which the
The new mothers thus are proved to be Boil for five minutes, then put in chopped
Graded schools are fast doing away
hostess had placed beside her. “ Delicious,”
more intelligent, and therefore more trust beef, onion and egg, add one-lialf cup of
with the promiscuous mingling of children she continued.
worthy,' than their own mothers were. It water. Stir until just at boiling point
just out of babyhood and those of
“ You will never guess,” Mrs. Thompson
is difficult to show by statistics that the then pour into baking dish holding not
maturcr years, and one has only to visit a
began at once—“ I had some crab-apple
housekeeping of to-day is superior to that less than three pints, cover with a thick
primary school to see how remarkably
jelly—quite firm, it was—more than I
of tho last generation, but any unpreju layer of mashed potatoes while hot. Put
well very small children form their letters
could use on the table. So I cut it in
diced person travelling the length and in hot oven with bits of butter on po
and express their ideas.
squares, rolled them thickly in granulated
breadth of the land cannot fail to come to tatoes so that it will glaze over and
This argues well for the correspondence
sugar and put them in a cool place for two
this conclusion. The number of homes brown.
of the future and few things are pleasanter
or three days, and now they are suitable
where superior cooking prevails is im
than a friendly letter. If the plan of verti to put in a box of candy.”
measurably larger than thirty years ago.
cal writing succeeds in our schools a race
“ Any firm jelly would be just as good?”
The methods of doing work and all those
of legible writers will be the outcome, but
interrogated Mrs Smiley.
In hot weather a lemon sherbet or water
contrivances that make work easy and
will it not be a trifle monotonous?
“ Yes. My neighbor over the fence used
ice is refreshing and wholesome. The
life wholesome are becoming common.
Half of our pleasure lies in anticipation,
some stiff marmalade, after I ,told her my
juice of an orange is a great addition to
If the young husband will only have
add when the mail has brought us a hand
success. ’ ’ — L ew is to n J ou rn a l.
this ice, and the proportions may be
faith in the system of his new home, and
ful of letters tbe mere address tells us as
varied.
never contrast it disparagingly with hit
plainly as if we had opened them, that
Four large, juicy lemons make quite a
old home, he will probably soon find he is
Kit tie has written another of her delightBicycle boots are 3reaiiy becoming more living under a system of domestic pru quantity when an orange is used. Peel
budgets, that Tom still remembers us, or
hygienic and comfortable.
The stout dence which his mother never attained, the yellow rind of the lemons very thin,
a nice, long family history is contained in
heavy leather hoots which made no pro discreet and wise though she may have and from the orange also, and put to boil,
another, but when one person’ s writing
vision for air and but little for movement been in her own generation. So long as in a porcelain saucepan with a pound and
resembles another as closely as two peas,
are passing into the disfavor which they the young housekeeper is true to her home, a quarter of sugar and one quart of water.
how are you going to tell which they are
B oil five minutes, set away to cool,
merit, and boots of cloth or canvas are so long as she is not led astray by foolish
from until you have opened them?
taking their place. These ure neither un fads and foibles of the day, she should be when cold, strain into it the lemon and
If Solomon had never written anything
yielding nor impervious and permit of the trusted to work out her own domestic orange juice; strain the whole into the
save the one short sentence, “ As cold
utmost freedom of motion as well as of problems by the superior light which God freezer and freeze until stiff, then take out
water to the thirsty soul, so is good news
perfect eamfort.
Similarly useful and has given to this generation.—N . Y . T r i the beater, add the whites of three eggs
from a far country” this alone would have
beaten to a stiff froth, beat well together,
comfortable is the new bicycle glove, which bu n e.
kept his memory green. What images it
cover closely, or put into a moij], repack
is made of a light, flexible material that is
recalls of long, dusty walks or drives,
said to be quite as durable as canvas.--'
We insult the common sense of our and set away to harden .— B o s to n G lobe.
when ono becomes so thirsty that water is
N ew Y o r k W orld .
juniors
when we command lliem to obey,
“ more to be desired than gold,” and just
unquestioningly, absurd behests because
then a gentle murmur or musical tiukle re
“ I t ’ s tiresome,” he remarked cynically, the tongue that utters them is partially
X OODLES.
veals a little brook, or that best of Na
“ to sec people getting so excited over a palsied by age.
Beat an egg with a pinch of salt and
ture’ s bounty, a sparkling spring.
circus. I t ’ s the same old thing over and
work in enough flour to make a stiff paste.
Or a caravan is crossing the desert on
TO SERV E O RAN G E S.
Roll out very thin and let it lie for an
those ungraceful but useful animals, whose over again.” Maybe you haven’ t observ
ed closely,” ventured his wife. “ Humph! . Fresh fruits are always healthful and in hour. Then roll up as you would a sheet
curious and yielding anatomy was tested
I guess I ought to know what I’ m talking viting, ’often tempting a wavering ap of music and cut into strips like shavings.
by so many visitors to the W orld’ s Fair.
them lightly together, dredge with
They plod wearily along over the hot and about. I’ ve seen every one that evercame petite, and the orange is especially refresh
here since I was six years old.” — W a sh in g  ing. It is-a fruit that is awkward to eat, flour and cook quickly by dropping into
shifting sands which have been the last
ton S ta r.
being so full of juice. Tiie general way of hot soup just before serving.
resting place of so many travellers, and
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R a x g e l e y L a k e s ’ scriptural editor over
looked the proof in one paragraph last
week. Those who are posted on such mat
ters will kindly overlook the error, and
those who are not will never know of it.

There has been a rumor that a New York
syndicate has in contemplation, the build
ing of a large hotel in the vicinity of
Rangeley. This is probably the same old
rumor that was worked last year in con
nection with the large island near Bemis.
The Rangeley Plantation residents as
well as those of Greenvale are very anx
ious for a road to Bemis. The business
men of Rangeley see that such a roacl is
needed; Communication with the railroad
at Bemis must be had; a good carriage
road would bring lots of sportsmen and
visitors that never get as far as Rangeley.
A petition to locate, and a subscription
paper for labor or cash to carry on the
worn, should he circulated in partnership.

Volume II, Number 52.
With this number R a n g e l e y L a k e s be
comes tw o years of age.
It scarcely
seems tw o years since our little yellow
covered messenger first made its appear
ance, but it has made a great many of its
readers one hundred and four visits during
that time. While we would have been
pleased to hear from more of our readers
how they liked our effort to interest them,
we have this consolation, no word of con
demnation has ever reached us, save
from a very limited number who were in
terested in the passage of the Guide Bill.
In that we were accused of publishing a
one-sided paper. We admit it. But we
were on the rig h t side and had the endorse
ment of ninty-nine per cent of our sub
scribers. That satified us.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s has been fearless in
its tone. It has endeavored to follow the
maxim of the late Davy Crockett, “ Be
sure you are right, then go ahead.”
Whatever move we have suggested has
been for improvement, and it pleases us to
know that some of them have been adopt
ed and that others will be, before many
months.
We have never put at the head of our
columns “ Greater Rangeley,” but we
have advocated it steadily for tw o years,
and our faith is stronger to-day than
when R a n g e l e y L a k e s first made its
maiden bow. The future of Rangeley is
bright; lt is destined 1 o be a large town:
no other place in New England has all the
attractions of Rangeley. It w ill need
earnest and united action to bring this
about; new blood must be infused into the
old veins and all work together.
We feel that no mistake was made in
starting thle paper. The local field is
somewhat limited, but our grow th has

LAKES

been steady and substantial, and in the
two years but one local reader has dis
continued his paper. Can any other news
paper make such a statement?
We have room on our books for more
subscribers. If the paper has pleased you
in what way can you better show your
approbation than by urging your friends
and acquaintances to become our reader?
Phillips Locals.
|
Mrs. Daniel C. Leavitt died Monday
afternoon, after a lingering illness of some
months.
The river drivers made the best use
possible of the rise of the river last week,
and got the logs down to Bragg corner
where they are again hung up.
Several tramps were given lodging in
the lockup one night last week.
Austin & Co. finished sawing birch at
their mill Thursday of last week.
Albert Haley has moved his family back
to Farmington.
Mr. Sewall Kelley is painting cars at
the S. R. R. R. shop.
Mr. C. P. Grover is suffering with a
badly sprained ankle.
One of the handsomest arrangement we
have seen for a long time is the rack which
Ed. Toothaker attaches to the rear end
of his hit grocery wagon. It can be put
on or taken off very quickly, and greatly
increase the room for baskets and par
cels.
Ed. Sawyer appeared out last week
clothed in white raiment in the shape of a
new butcher’ s frock. One man who went
down street early in the morning thought
he had better go back and take his night
gown off.
A. L. Whittier, of Portland, was in
town Tuesday.
Running the Elmwood in connection
with the Phillips Hotel is a big card in
Mr. Matthews’ hand. A t the former they
have all the quietness and retirement of a
private home and at the latter all the ad
vantages of a first class hotel.
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May 9. His subject in the morning was
“ The Model Hearer,” which he treated in
an interesting and instructive manner.
A t the annual election held on Sunday
week the following were elected: Presi
dent, Rev. A. S. Buzzell; superintendent,
Miss Sarah Toothaker; assistant superin
tendent, A. M. Greenwood; secretary and
ti-easurer, Colby Whittemoi-e; librarian,
Don Harden; organist, Mrs. A. S. Buz
zell.
r
S. W. Bates is looking for a small farm
where he can breed his dogs outside the
village.
It is rumored and said by good author
ity that a portable mill will be set up near
where the drive is hung up and the lumber
sawed there. This, if true, will be a good
thing for both the railroads.
Mr. E. H. Gowing, of Boston, Treasurer
of the Phillips Water Co., left for his
home Wednesday.
A party of four from Malden, Mass.,
have written to Mr. Weatherbee of Phil
lips Hotel, asking about the trout brooks
in the vicinity. They have been informed
that there are none better in the New
England States.

in Phillips, at eight o ’clcck, in the pres
ence of the immediate family and a few in
vited guests.
The contracting parties are well known
in Phillips and vicinity, and are highlyesteemed by the large circle of their ac
quaintances all of whom will be glad to
extend hearty congratulations. Ice-cream,
cake and fruit were served.
After an
evening spent in social intercourse, the
company dispersed with best wishes for
Mr. and Mrs. Towle.
ED. GRANT AT CHURCH.
“ J im m y ” Goes to o , b u t is F r ig h te n e d .

A t the first exposition in New York, two
years ago, Ed Grant and “ Jimmy” Mathie
son were the two guides who were present
from Maine.
Ed relates the following
story:
“ Jimmy and I thought we would attend
church Sunday and hear the great Talmage. A female who had been connected
with the show went along, too. We were
shown seats by the usher, but when the big
organ struck up with it’s deep bass, Jim
my was frightened and began to cry. I
tried to hush him but it was no use.
“ A deacon came along and seeing Jimmy
with his kuickerbocker suit- and juvenile
face, took him to be a kid and to quit him,
patted him on his head and said, ‘don’ t cry
my little man, here’s a cent for you.’ Jim
took the money butliowled the louder. ‘At
this the deacon became vexed and shaking
Jim said ‘ why didn’ t you leave the infernal
brat at home?’ I made no reply and the dea
con looked the party over carefully and
said, ‘He resembles his mother more than he
does you.’
“ This was too much, and I drew back
my fist ready to put him to sleep when he
turned the right spot towards me.
Just as I was about to hit him, a very
beautiful lady in front ot us, turned, and
seeing me, spoke to the gentleman beside
her and asked ‘who is that distinguished
looking gentleman back of us?’
“ All thoughts of striking left me. I was
pleased to find a lady of such fine judge
ment. The organ stopped its playing and
Jimmy stopped his crying.”

W ill Palmer, of W ilton, was in town
the first of the week looking for horses.
He only bought one, Dr. Toothaker’ s bay
colt. The price is understood to be rising
a hundred.
Benjamin Walker, Avho has been ill from
heart trouble, died Tuesday morning at
The P. & R. railroad men should have a the home of his daughter, Mrs. Charles
club room of their own, or, what would Hoar.
be better, have both railroads finish a
room and supply it with daily and weekly
papers, magazines and books, so that
they would have some place to pass their
idle hours between trains.
Camp Chateauguay has been ornamented
Phillips people would find a train from with the head of the deer that Mr. Wilbur
Phillips to Rangeley and return the same
shot near Cupsuptic.
day a great convenience.
E. H. Gowing, Esq., of Boston, Treasurer
Three deaths in town in four days is an
of the Phillips Water Co., H. B. Austin
uncommon event.
and N. P. Noble, of Phillips, were the
M. W. Foster, of Strong, was in town guests of Hon. F. E. Timberlake at Mar
Tuesday.
squamosy the first of the week. Vid
S. W. Bates has let his house to Mr. Hinkley guided the Messrs. Timberlake
They got two, the best
Thomas, of Lake View, Me., who is em and Gowing.
a salmon weighing three pounds. Ernest
ployed in Austin’ s spool mill.
Continued from first page,
The old frequenters of the Rangeleys Ross guided Messrs. Austin and Noble.
who stop off at Phillips will find Moses They took two tront weighing tw o pounds tides of iron. Let us go back, scrape off
the snow and if the camp caught fire acci
Harden the village barber there at his old each.
Camp Chateauguay was opened Satur d e n ta l we can surely find those iron arti
stand next the Phillips Hotel.
Archie McKeen has one of the neatest day. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur and Miss cles. If we cannot find those articles we
shall know that the camp was not burned
photograph saloons to be found in the Georgine were there for a few days.
Moxy Ledge is open this week. Mr. and accidentally. They did return and made
county. He has a pretty assortment of
a careful search and found no iron things
views of all sections of the country orna Mrs. Dill and the cats are keeping house.
menting the walls.
Camp Winona, on Long Pond, has had which they knew to have been in the box,
and were thereby convinced that Robbins
A catalogue and beautifully illustrated its hearth warmed. Mr. Parker and
was guilty of burning the camp.
Henry
W.
True
were
there
the
last
of
the
circular of the “ Friend’ s School,” situated
[To be continued.]
at Providence, R. I., has recently been re week.
ceived through the courtesy of a former
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Toothaker of
Maine’s Own is Always the Best.
Phillips boy, Philip Stanley. He ranks Auburn, have opened their cottage “ Lake
Every S tate has its own K eeley Institute.
next to the principal, with the title of Grove” this week.
Maine’s K eeley Institute is In Deering. Every
train on the Maine Central and the Portland &
governor, and is teacher of English
A telephone instrument is being put in Itoche*ner Railroad stop at this station (W e s t
studies. His lines have apparently “ fallen Camp Chateauguay for Mr. W ilbur.
brook Junction). It is the best, the nearest,
and cheapest and has a K e e l«y graduate for
in pleasant places,” and we wish him the
its physician, who understands every pang and
success he so well deserves.
Wedding Bells.
want of the patient. This is the only K eeley
Institute in N ew England authorized by Dr.
Water in the furnace at the Methodist
Monday evening last at the residence of Leslie E. K eeley, or the K eeley Co. to do busi
church a week ago last Sunday Corning Col. and Mrs. E. M. Robinson on Pleasant ness in Maine. Look around you and see the
cures from your own Institute.
made a very disagreeable state of affairs street, ocourred the marriage of their permanent
N o te —The above institute has been moved
for pastor and people. The usual evening daughter, Mrs Ilda Robinson Haines, to I from W estbrook to 151 Congress Street, Port
land, Maine.
service was omitted on this account.
Mr. Millard Towle, of Winthrop. The
Rev. A. S. Buzzell was able to occupy ceremony was performed by Rev. W . A.
When bilious or costive, eat a Cascaret
the pulpit at the Union church on Sunday, Nottage, pastor of the Methodist church Canity cathartic, cure guaranteed, 10c, 25c.
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Herrick’ s camps are located in this region
Bert Herrick has been guiding Messrs.
and all parties who go there are sure of A bbott and Woodruff, of Boston. They
some interesting sport.
have been at the Mountain View. In four
days they took 28 fish, largest ones a 5 ft.
Mr. Lewis took a 5y ft- salmon last a 4y fts. and two 2 y fts. salmon, five
Friday. W ill Grant, guide.
trout weighing between 2 and 2 y fts. In
landing the 4y ft. salmon he jumped from
Walter Twombly, Axel Tibbetts and the water and landed iu the boat.
Jim Wilcox left for The Lake Point Cot
tage last Saturday afternoon.

D IR E C T O R S :

E lm e r S n ow m an ,

F ra n k N ile,

A a ro n Soule,
E X E C U T IV E

A lv a S pragu e,

M elvin I>. T ib b e tts,

C h a rles H a ley,

J o h n J. W ilb u r.

C O M M ITTE E O F T H E B O A R D O F D IR E C T O R S .

Elm e r S now m an

A aron

Gene Soule is having good luck at Gull
Pond.

Soule,

Guides are very scarce.

F r a n k N il e .

Twelve boats were out Tuesday morning
“ T he object of t h is A sso cia tio n sh a ll be to p rotect and aid in th e propaga- at the head of the lake. News of Miss
Wilbur’ s wonderful catch evidently hav
tion of fish and gam s; to secure w is e and p ractical le g i s l a t io n on a ll m a tte r s per ing got abroad.
ta in in g to th e in te r e sts of th e fish and gam e in th e w a te r s and fo r e s ts k n ow n as
t h e ‘R a n g e le y L akes r eg io n ;’ to secure good reliable g u id es for sp ortsm en and
Fred B. Richardson took 54 good sized
to u r ists , to regu late a u niform rate of w a g e s for g u id es b elo n g in g to th e a sso  trout at Gfill Pond last Monday. The
fishing never was better at this locality.
ciation .
“ Rangeley Lakes”
GAME LEGISLATION.
Supt. Richardson of tHc Oquossoc Angling
Association, Strongly Condemns the
Guide Registration Bill and Takes
Radical Exceptions to the Re
cent Correspondence from
Hon. P. O. Vickery.

[Tbe Industrial Journal].
M b . E d it o r :— I notice in The Industrial
Journal, a commmunication from Hon. P.
O. Vickery.
After reading the article
carefully, I tried to reconcile some of his
statements. He seems very anxious for
the welfare of the game and flsh of Maine,
yet he says such men (as the party of
seven from Massachusetts) or any like
them are not wanted in this State. Why?
because they do not want a report of
every transaction of theirs while in camp.
What are the facts? That party of seven
have been coming to the Lake for several
years and I feel safe to say, not one of
them ever killed a deer in close time and
they kill a less number of trout than any
other party with which I am acquainted,
and they pay their bills.
Mr. Vickery also says “ no honest guide
will object to the Guides’ Bill neither will
any honest sportsmen.” I am in a posi
tion to know that it is the honest guides
that do object, and Mr. H. O. Stanley of
the Fish Commission knows it for he has
met them recently and he has been ac
quainted with them for years. As for one
sportsman who objects (or did just before
he passed away) Mr. Badger, of Augusta,
was opposed to the bill, also Hon. Wm. P.
Frve. I hav* been acquainted with them
since 1862; have acted as guide for Mr.
Badger. I never knew him to catch a
trout with anything but an artificial fly,
or even try to kill a deer in close time.
Will Mr. Vickery say such men are dis
honest? He also says the Guides’ Bill is
worth more in enforcing our game laws,
than would be an appropriation of $2 0 ,0 0 0
for warden service. Time will tell. The
guides have been better help for the war
dens than any other persons.
Mr. Vickery also says the killing of
game around the Rangeley Lakes in Sep
tember has become a fact that no one can
deny. A party of his tw o years ago went
around two of the lakes, and he said you
could not go far without seeing the de
cayed carcass of a deer, but he did not tell
who killed the deer, but supposed the
Rangeley guides guilty. What are the
facts? We all know of deer killing out of
season, but it is done by parties camping,
without a guide. Such a yarn as the dead
deer will make guides and sportsmen, who
are familiar with this section, smile,
Mr. Editor, I have made Rangeley my
home since April, 1862, I have caught a
few trout, and have been in the woods
several times, am acquainted with all the
Old guides, some have killed deer and some

tk e

M iss Georgiue W ilbur Takes a Teu
Pound Salmon.

Official Organ.

have not.
I know them to be hohest
men, they are acquainted with Mr. Stan
ley, and he considers them honest.
I have acted as superintendent for the
Oquossoc Angling Association at Indian
Rock, for more than 20 years. The mem
bership of the association ranges from 50
to 75, and there has never been but one
deer killed by any member of this club in
all that time, and that one was killed in
October. I presume three-fourths of the
members object to the law. I think the
people of Maine should weed them out. I
will merely say that the Hon. Wm. P.
Frye, the late Wm. S. Badger, Hon. John
H. Kimball, Gen. Francis Fessenden, E. B.
Haskell, of the Boston Herald, F. S. Tur
ner, president of the club, W. P. Grace
and J oh n W . Davidson are member's of
the O. A. A., also Galen C. Moses, of
Bath. I see no difference in men, whose
only fault is objecting to the most non
sensical law ever passed by a Maine legis
lature. It was conceived in fraud and
gained the sanction of the committee on
game and fisheries by falsehood, and some
of the statements made by the commis
sioners and others may be embarassing.
The guides of Rangeley can produce as re
liable testimony to their being law abiding
citizens, as the same number of persons in
any other profession.
It should be remembered that others,
who do not hold a responsible office, may
know some few acts of parties which they
can substantiate, but do not think it best
to carry their point by saying things not
called for. If Mr. Vickery thinks he is do
ing the State good service by publishing
such statements as were in his letter, he is
mistaken. I do not deny that deer are
killed in close time, for I know they are,
but nine-tenths are killed by parties who
have no guides. Y ou might ask Judge
Whitehouse if he thinks his guide is a dis
honest poaoher; his guide is opposed to
the law. It may be possible that some
one or more may be called upon to prove
that all persons who object to the Guides’
Bill are dishonest poachers.
Very respectfully,
C. T. R ic h a r d s o n .
Indian Rock, Me., April 24.
The following have been at-Camp Sad
dleback at Dead River Pond thus far this
season: George H. Pitcher, Bert Redonnett, Portland; Chas. Neal, Rangeley;
George L. Stevens, Farmington; Jordan
L. M ott, New Y ork; Melvin D. Tibbetts,
guide. The fishing has been most excel
lent, the first party taking over 40 the
first day, two of them weighing over tw o
pounds each.
The Camp Among the
Clouds will be open next week.

Rangeley

Lake Still Keeping up
Record for large Fish.

its

While out trolling Monday morning on
Rangeley Lake between Camp Chateau
guay and M oxy Ledge, Miss Georgine
Wilbur had the rare good luck to get a
strike from a large fish, which after being
successfully landed by its fair captor
J.
H. Henley, of Brunswick, returnedproved to be a ten pound salmon. The
Tuesday. He had excellent luck at Quimby fish was a beauty, being 27 inches long, 19
inches in girth with a tail 7y inches
pond.
broad. Miss Wilbur was 35 minutes in
A deer was seen from the engine of train landing her fish. Of all the big'fisli taken
No. 2, near Camp 13, Tuesday morning by by the by the occupants of his camp Mr.
Engineer Boston and Brakeman McMul Wilbur informs us that this is the largest;
a trout weighing 8 pounds caught by him
len.
self being the heaviest up to this time.
Frank Collins caught four trout at the
“ QUITE A STRANGER
Greenvale bridge last Monday, weighing
4 lbs., 3 y H>s., 3 fts. and i y fts.
A Well-Known Guide Seeks Relief from
Idiotic Greetings.

The bridge at the inlet, Greenvale, was
It is true that there are some very
covered with men, women and children
Monday evening. The fish had begun to curious phrases going the rounds among
run up the stream, and some good catches people—especially those who are careless,
oa thoughtless, in their expressions. But
were made.
siuce words and sentences are used merely
The Beldings with Natt Carr as guide, to transmit ideas rather than to be
took the following fish on the Big lake analyzed, they are excusable, even though
M onday: 5 % , 4, tw o of 3y each, three they be of such a nature to be unintelligable to one unfamiliar with local
of 3fts each, tw o of 1y each.
phrases. But in matters of courtesies and
Hobart and Reed took tw o of Z y each, formalities it is a mystery how one can
be thoughtless enough to welcome an old
tw o of 3 each, one of 2.
friend upon his return home, or impress
Mr. Kerrigan took one of 2 y and two him with the idea that he is a very dear
friend and that he has been very much
of 1 % .
missed by appraising him of the fact that
Crosby and Cobb got eighthisli, the larg he is “ quite a stranger.”
The first impression strangers make
est weighing 4 fts. All were good size.
upon being introduced to each other is
It is no use for the Fish and Game Com usually a lasting one. This I think every
missioners, or anyone else to try and one will acknowledge; consequently I
make the sporting public think that the believe we are inclined to appear at our
guides of this section love the registration best in such cases aud assume a rather
law, even if we are obliged to take out a frank, open and generally all round genial,
license. It will not be done with any honest air, but formalities with strangers
respect for those who suggested and and old acquaintances are usually very
For instance one will say,
hatched this ridiculous farce. I have not different.
the time to spare just at present but will ‘Hello, old boy. How are you? Glad to
see you back; feeling first rate are you :
have something for you later.
Well that’ s g ood ,” while another may
J im M a t h ie s o n .
say, “ Hello, you old cripple; what are
A, B. Gilman took a party by special you prowling around here for? I was
hoping we had got rid of you for good
train to Gull Pond Wednesday morning.
this time.” But as above stated, words
being used to transmit ideas only, the last
A large party of distinguished fishermen fellow’ s words may convey the same idea
passed through here this noon on the way as the first, and his burlesque methods be
to Rangeley and other Eastern lakes. entirely overlooked.
Among the most noted of the sportsmen
But how is one to get around a cold,
was none other than Senator William P. final, “ Well, you are quite a stranger?”
Frye who has thrown over the tariff' and If people would only bring that in during
Cuba for the time being to try his hand at the first part of the conversation, it might
the sportive Rangeley trout. Senator be smothered in the subsequent remarks,
Frye is in the best of health and spirits but instead they effect to take an infernal
and is enthusiastic over his coming out delight in reserving it until all else has
ing. He has one of the finest camps on the been exhausted, or they can think of noth
shores of Mooselookmeguntic and spends ing more to say. Why not reserve it still
several weeks there every spring. The further and use it as a farewell shot in
Maine Senator still has the record for the stead of saying “ good day” or “ you must
largest Rangeley trout.—R u m fo rd F alls come again?”
T im es.
Now I am no campaign orator or
auctioneer, neither am I the most pleasant
Senator Wm. P. Frye came Saturday conversationalist in the world, but I can
usually pass over the ordinary formalities
for a few day’ s outing.
of greeting a friend, or even a stranger, in
Miss Grace H obart took a 5-pounder a manner fairly satisfactory to myself, at
last Saturday. She seems to have her least, and can usually converse with them

The fishing at Gull Pond has opened up
in first class shape.
A party took 13
trout from that pond last Friday and
many more had good success. Soule & usual good luck.
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Our Washington Letter.
[Special C o rre s p o n d e n ce o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s ]

ly, he is going to Kentucky, to visit some
of the famous stockfarms and compare
their stock and methods with those of his
own stock farm, which is considered a
model in Europe.
There is a wealthy young clubman in
Washington whom it is dangerous to ask,
“ Where is your gun?” About a month
ago he was invited to go on a duck-hunt
ing trip to last four days. He told his
man to pack what he would need for the
trip in his trunk. The morning after his
arrival at the ducking place, Mr. Clubman
appeared in a hunting costume just like
the pictures shown by sporting tailors,
while the rest of the party all in old
clothes, were examining their guns, am
munition, etc., preparatory to a visit to
the blinds. “ Where’s your gun?” asked
one of them of Mr. Clubman. “ Gun! gun!”
he stammered, “ I haven’ t any gun.” And
he hadn’ t. He had ten shirts, eight pairs
of trousers, fifty neckties, and a lot more
stuff, but no gun. Now his Mends don’ t
dare to say “ gun” in his hearing for fear
of offending him.

W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., May 12th.—It'is
not probable that a more prominent
assemblage was ever in the East Room of
the White House during the month of May
than was there this week to listen to the
concert given in honor of President and
Mrs. McKinley by the band of the Eighth
Regiment of Cavalry of the Mexican
Army, which was heard for the first time
in this country at the dedication of the
Grant Monument# There are 45 men iu
the band, and with their picturesque
Mexican uniforms* they presented an at
tractive appearance. As Mr. and Mrs.
McKinley entered the room they played
“ Hail Columbia,” and the opening of the
regular program was “ Grant March—A
tribute to Mexico’ s Mend, Gen. U. S.
G rant,” which was followed by “ Ameri
ca.” Mrs. McKinley wore a handsome
costume of black and white satin with
elaborate lace trimmings, and Mrs.
Hobart, who sat beside her, wore laveuder
P h i l l i p s Locals .
brocade, with point lace trimmings, the
corsage being extremely decollete. Mme.
Miss Georgine V. Wilbur returned from
Romero, wife of the Mexican Minister,
attired in a very rich gold yellow brocade her winter in Boston, last week.
costume, occupied tlie seat of houor at the
Mr. A. C. Hall, who has been doing
President’ s left ha^d.
boot and shoe repairing, died suddenly
The elegant white marble residence of Saturday morning. He had been in the
the Shermans is in a sense always open. village and appeared in his usual health
That is to say, their personal Mends are but a short time before he died.
not expected to stand on ceremony when
Master Leon Timberlake passed through
they wish to see them, although society an exciting scene that he will not care to
at large is made to observe all the for try again. He was riding his wheel on
malities. Still, it is always an event to Depot street and when near Main street
be remembered when their house is thrown the Creamery store team, driven by Lester
open for an entertainment as it was this Thompson, came around the corner of
week in honor of the seventy-fourth birth Grover’ s blacksmith shop with a rush.
day of Hon. John Sherman. Secretary
Leon was knocked down and] horse and
and Mrs. Sherman were assisted in re
wagon passed over him. It was a miracu
ceiving by their daughter, Mrs. James lous escape as he was not injured in the
Iver McCallum, Miss Lizzie Sherman and
least, hut his wheel was completely
Miss Miles, and their guests included
ruined.
everybody prominent in official and social
Supt. Matthews is improving the
life, from the President down, and the en
switching facilties at Saunders Mill.
tire diplomatic corps.
Creditable as the incident was to him as Heretofore there has heen but a single
a man, it is not probable that President end switch which delayed the train ever
McKinley will thank the man who made it time switching had to be done. The siding
public. It occurred a few days ago, and has been extended and another switch
was witnessed by a number of gentlemen added. This is only one of the many im
who happened to be in the President’ s provements contemplated hy Mr. Mat
private office. One of his callers made a thews.
Owing to the Custom’ s regulations in
strong appeal to the President to give
him the small consulship he had applied Canada, that of requiring sportsmen to
for. After he had finished, Mr. McKinley deposit a sum equal to the amount of duty
tolcMiim that he would remember what he on all rods, guns and sporting goods at
had said when he took up the question of the point where they entered Canada.
the appointment, and then advised him to On their return the amount was refunded,
go back home as it would be sometime be less 10 percent, if they took back the
fore he would reach it. A look of distress tackle they carried in. This Avould be all
and desperation came over the man’ s face right, save Avhen a sportsman wished to
as he leaned a little nearer and said: return to the States by another route. In
“ Mr. President I would gladly go home, the case of the Megantic Club, they came
but I haven’ t got a cent.” Mr. McKinley into Maine and were really paying duty
seemed to be touched, as he carelessly for transporting their rods through a
took a ten dollar bill from his pocket and portion of Canada. It was such an an
passed it into the man’s hand as he bid noyance that the officers of the club have
him goodbye.
When the man g ot a issued a circular which has been sent to
glimpse of that X he looked as happy as each member advisitg them to make the
though he had the appointment, as he journey by way of Eustis and Dead River
departed, presumably for home. Most regions. This will bring the travel over
people know that Mr. McKinley is a poor the narrow gauge system of this county.
man, and if he attempts to "furnish every
A handsome deer’ s head mounted in fine
stranded office-seeker with a “ hard-luck style by Mrs. Gorham Dummer, of Weld,
story” a ten dollar bill, his salary will is a recent addition to the office of Dr.
not be enough to do it with.
Rollin. The D octor is justly proud of it.
Representative Bartholdt, of St. Louis,
Dr. Dolley, a brother of Mrs. Dr. Rollin,
has been showing the sights of Washing is visiting in town.
ton to a xfuiet looking gentleman, who
The rains the last of the Aveek brought
acts with becoming modesty when intro
up the river to a driving pitch and gave
duced to the Congressional big guns, and
the logs a fresh start. A huge jam is re
who is only a little more than thirty-five
ported along the flat below Bragg Corner.
years old. The name of Mr. Bartholdt’s
Chris Boston is running the engine on
guest is Baron Von Bleichroeder. He is
head of the great Berlin banking firm of the mixed train on the P. & R.
“ The ground is so Avet Ave cannot do any
Bleichroeder & Co., since his father’ s
death four years ago, and, next toj-Baron spring’s Avork, but the grass is looking bet
Rothschild, he is the richest man in ter than I ever saAV it before at this time
Europe. His firm was the negotiator of of the year,” say the farmers.
all the big loans of Germany while BisMr. Weather bee is to have charge of the
mark was at the helm. The Baron is a Phillips hotel, Mr. Matthews being engag
single man. Think what a catch he would ed on the P. & R. Mr. W . W . Sawyer will
be. After he does Washington thorough assist him.

ANACHRONISM.
Today amid the sob b in g o f the rain,
W hile pale D ecem b er v i l l i gau n t finger tips
P ro ffe rs the cup o f doom '•-> n a tu re ’ s lips
(tnd, froAVnir m o ck s h e r Li .e r m oan o f pain,
cannot mn; : the strife ’ tv.i .. life and death
F o r joy of ono fair thought that dwells with
m e—
A su m m er h illsid e, risin g b y th o sea,
Hade glad ay: . h i .......
i scug bird ’s voiceful

breath.
f a i r as a d rea m
Mi •a atm m y n ig h t
W ith p eace ancl love in these m y w a k in g
hours,
W ith h u m c f brov.ni bees, d eep in ch a liced

floAArers,
P ith b lu e AAraves d a n cin g in the golden ligh t,
A n d ono sw ift flight o f s ."a llow s d riftin g b y ,
B lo w n lik e a cloud across tho sh in in g sky.
—M a ry E. B lake in W om an’ s Jou rn al.
CUSTOM S OF

THE

The blind beggar can very soon discern
between d ifferen t metals merely by the
sense of tou ch , an d, in fact, the education
of the blind affords a remarkable instance
of the development of this sense. In cer
tain manufactures the skilled Avorkman
knows entirely by this senso Avhen a m ix 
ture has reached the proper degree of solid
ity or a material is of the right texture,
and he recei\es very h ig h wages by virtue
of th is sense alone.
On the other hand, the sense of smell
and the sense of taste are each of them
blunted and lose their finer perception
if the same object is frequently presented
to them. In evrary case, hoAvdver, it is not
tho general sense of touch that is im 
proved, but a special excellence of the
sense.—New York Ledger.

M IK A D O .

H is M ajesty’s M ethod s o f D ealin g W ith
M inisters and P e op le.

The mikado’s daily customs are very
regular. He always goes to his study at 9
a. m. and rem ain s at Avork there until 4
p, m. He reads and signs all parliamen
tary laws and decrees.
When a cabinet minister addresses his
majesty about any public matter, he .in 
quires about the subject, the purpose and
condition, and decides it. Ho is firm and
not changeable. When he decides a mat
ter once, lie cannot after that bo moved.
A t the beginning of Matsukata’ s cab
inet, parliament decided to reduce the sal
aries of the cabinet ministers and other
government officers. The prime minister,
Count Matsukata, addressed his majesty
about it. His majesty did not consent,
and he said: “ Many officers cannot live
upon a fixed salary. Some cabinet minis
ters havo been obliged to borrow money,
and I have advanced money from my
treasury to support them. If tho present
cabinet ministers retain their positions by
borrowing money, all cabinet ministers
therefore can do so. Therefore I cannot
consent to the reduction of salaries.”
Count Matsukata retired from liis ma
jesty. IIoAVover, the cabinet once more
debated the question with the c6unt, and
Matsukata Avent again to consult the em
peror.
His majesty was not inclined to see him
again, and sent an attendant to say to
him : “ I have already commanded about
tho reduction of salaries. I cannot see yon
any, more. ’ ’
The salaries were therefore not reduced.
His majesty understands the condition
of the loAver classes, and familiarizes him
self with tho private conduct of the cab
inet ministers. When ho reads newspaper
articles relating to the private misconduct
of any cabinet ministers and attacking
him, his majesty sometimes smiles.
His majesty is fond of reading hooks
and newspapers. Ho is especially fond of
German books. Ho likes to compose Jap
anese poems, Avhich he can do very read
ily. His ability in that respect is much
admired by his attendants.
His majesty dislikes all pretense and
hypocrisy.
When it has been reported to his majesty
that some of his subjects have given their
lives in timo of flood or earthquake to
preserve his majesty’ s picture, ho has been
much touched, but ho is anxious to dis
courage his subjects from such Quixotism,
and to preservo them from any but neces
sary danger.
Withal, the emperor’s life is a very
happy and peacoful one, blessed by the
love and respect of grateful subjects, and
when his majesty makes a tour anywhere
in Japan without his guards ho is in no
danger, but is received everywhere with
reverence and joy.—Japanese American
Voi.ce.
T ho Sense o f T ouch.

The question has been asked, “ Which of
our senses is most capable of improve
ment?” An English scientist says prob
ably the sense of touch.
Strictly speaking tho senses arc capable
rather of alteration and specialization than
of improvement. For instance, those who
havo much to do in the open air become
immensely long sighted, but this is ab
normal, and tho increased superiority in
ono direction is lost by inferiority in an
other.
But there are many trades which afford
abundant evidence that tho senso of touch,
at any rato in certain directions, can bo
largely developed. For instance, tho con
noisseur of china relies much moro on an
almost imperceptible difference of feeling
in the texture than on his eyes to discover
tho genuineness of any piece.

A sbestus E lates.

An asbestus plate is most useful as a.
part of the kitchen plenishing. Often
times it is not convenient to remove a
stove lid, and thus deaden the fire, in order
to make toast, but the slopes may be
broAvned and laid on the asbestus plate on
top of the range, although they Avill re
quire as constant attention to prevent
burning as if held over the coals on a
toasting fork.
N o t A l l tb e T im e.

Doctor—Are you troubled Avith insomnia
all the time?
Patient— No. Not when I ’m asleep.—
Yale Record.
LORD R A N D O L P H ’ S W A G E R ,
How

th e

Statesm an

M ade

Q uick

T im e

Across W e stm in ste r B rid g e .
The late Lord Randolph Churchill was
scarcely loss famous as a wit aud joker
than as a statesman. His colleagues in
the house of commons wero oftentimes the
victims of his pranks, and many a good
story in Avhich “ Randy” figures as the hero
is still told in the lobbies. One night
While Lord Randolph Avas conversing with
several friends i n't he cafe attached to the
house a question arose as to the time it
Would take a pedestrian to cross Wostminster bridge. Different opinions were ex
pressed, but no two of the disputants Avere
able to agree. A t length Lord Randolph,
who had been a silent auditor of the dis
cussion, offered to wager that he could
cross from the Middlesex to the Surrey
side of the bridge Avhile “ Big Ben,” the
great hell in the clock toAver of the parlia
ment buildings, was striking tho four
quarters and the hour of 12. The wager
was accepted by one of the members of
the company, and it AAras arranged that at
the hour named Avitnosses should be sta
tioned at each end of the bridge to watch
the performance.
A few minutes before midnight a select
party of avcII knoAvn members was seen
to emerge from a little door near the
speaker’s quarters in the parliament build
ings and stalk sedately across the bridge.
A t the farther end tho party paused and
was soon tfuip-ounded by a curious throng.
Several other distimigished legislators
soon afterward appeared and politely re
quested passersby to keep to the left. Just
as “ Big Ben” began to strike tho first
quarter the lithe figure of a man, wearing
a top bat and evening clothes, was seen to
feap out of ii little group of fhen on the
Middlesex side. Some waggish friend
raised the cry of “ Stop thief!” and in a
jiffy half a score of wondering men and
boys were fast on tho heels of the doughty
sprinter. A policeman, hearing the cry
and observing the fleeing man, started in
pursuit.
As Big Ben continued to clang the pace
grew hotter and hotter. One hy. ono tho
pursuers began to fall away, but the big
policeman hung grimly to his task. When
the center of the bridgo was reached, tho
quarters had been rung and the great bell
had already begun to strike the hour. A
cheer arose from tho watchers on tho Sur
rey side, and Lord Randolph, Avho had un
til then been running up an incline, now
had tho descent in his favor. A few m o
ments later the panting policeman came
upon his man, s u r r o u n d e d by udmiring
friends.
“ What’s up?” stuttered tho breathless
and bowildered bobby.
“ T avo strokes to spare!” puffed the vic
torious Lord Randolph.
Tho officer started, blushed, apologized,
wiped his brow and went away.—E x
change.

RANGELEY LAKHS.
“ No sooner had wc arrived at the ‘ m u
sic hall’ than he gracefully surrendered
his
vegetables for an entrance ticket. But
LBTiat H e r H a n d lin g o f I t P ro claim ed to
what puzzled me most was that, upon
the O bserving M an.
coming out after dancing all night, he A BUGLER’S STORY CF7 HIS PART IN
Two men who sat near the window of a was given two onions as ‘ change.’
THE FAMOUS CHARGE.
down town hotel a few days ago whiled
“ I have been trying to make up my
away the time by watching the women go
mind ever since ju -t what that dance was
by and commenting on their umbrellas.
worth in the ‘ currency of the realm.’ ” — T he M a n W h o Claim s th e H o n or o f B lo w 
The storm had abated about an hour be Boston Herald.
in g th e C a ll F or the Charge li v i n g In
fore and the sun had peered through a rift
B e n v e r— A n o th e r A d d e d to the M any A c 
in the clouds, but for all that the first pe
The best and most valuable pearl shells
counts o f T h at A w fu l B lu n d e r.
destrian went stalking past with her um
are called “ chicken shells.”
They are
brella still held aloft.
Though Alexander Sutherland, who is
“ That woman,” said one of the men, about three or four years old, and for
“ is as patient as Job. Sho is .not a stu Torres straits shells they bring 8 per cent living in retirement in Denver, is 87 years
dent ahsenimindedly poring over book more, while for western Australia shells old, his memory is still keen, and he de
lore, but a housekeeper who is so taken up they bring 1 2 per cent moro per hundred lights in relating again and again the part
with thoughts of what she is going to get weight ( 1 1 2 pounds) than first class shells. ho took in the famous charge of the Light
for supper that she doesn’t know it has
Lord and lady aro the modern forms of brigade. There may be other survivors of
stopped raining. What is more, she is
hlafdian
and hlaford, bread giver and that desperate race down the valley be
thoroughly unselfish. Peox . who forget
tween hills bristling with guns, but Alex
breadwinner.
The term scarlet is a modi
to lower their umbrellas when the sun be
ander Sutherland insists upon being cred
fication
of
the
Persian
word
for
a
bright
gins to shine always are. That girl just
ited with the honor of blowing the bugle
behind her who has already taken timo red, sakarlat, applied to the garmaz, or that started tho Light brigade upon its ill
cochineal,
from
whose
dried
body
a
vivid
to fold her umbrella neatly, even though
fated mission.
it is soaking wet, is going to he an old red dye is obtained.
“ The 600 men who were selected for
maid. She is narrow minded too. Tho
this charge,” said he, “ were divided into
next one has bound the folds down, but it
A n H o u r I n D e lp h i.
three platoons, two companies to each
looks uneven and bulging. That woman’s
I had an hour all to myself in Delphi, platoon. Each company had its own bu
children will always look dowdy, but sho and thought over my day.
The drive gler, making six in all. As I was with
w ill nurse them successfully through in from Itea, the port of Delphi, is beautiful. Lord Cardigan in the first platoon, I was
numerable attacks of croup and rash, and Tho road is perfect. It is a French road. the first bugler to receive his orders. I
no family In town will havo better things It passes through olive groves, the like of sounded the charge of that eventful day,
to eat.
which for vigorous life I have never seen, and, following my bugle, the others re
“ That short woman with her umbrella or, seeing, have nover marked, and then peated the call. We had been idle specta
flopping this way and that will always he begins the ascent along the zigzags which tors of the general engagement that day
poor, because she w ill give away every furrow the faqp of the mountain. It re and were waiting for orders from Lord
thing as soon as she gets it. Hers isn’t al called to my mind the road from Giardini Raglan. The order came after a time. It
together a commendablo generosity, either, to Taormina, the road from Palermo to was to Lord Lucan to order up about 600
for it is caused moro hy lack of power to Monreale. A very modern dogcart, driv light cavalry and hold them in readiness
say ‘ no’ than by an inherent desiro.to help en by a very modern French archaeologist, to take the guns which the Turks had lost
her fellow creatures. That dark woman with a very modern French girl at his on Causeway heights. Lord Lucan await
with tho tip of her umbrella trailing side, came bowling down the road at a ed support from the infantry before ad
downward and backward at an angle of reckless pace. The awe of Delphi was not vancing. A second order came from Lord
4 5 degrees is malicious.
I wouldn’ t trust yet upon us.
Raglan, brought by Captain Nolan, di
her out of my sight. She’d say something
Then we reached a large village, Chryso recting the cavalry to charge to prevent
mean about me the first chance sho got. by name, which is, being interpreted, the Turks carrying away their guns. Lord
The one who carries her umbrella swung Goldsborough—a corruption, it is suggest Lucan asked what guns to attack, and
carelessly over her shoulder is a happy go ed, of the ancient name Crissa; not an un Captain Nolan replied:
lucky individual who will always have a natural corruption, if one remembers the
“ ‘ There, my lord, is your enemy, and
good-time, no'.; because sho earns it, bu popular slanders against Delphi. Chryso 'there are your guns,’ pointing with his
because the w< i id owes it to her, and sho seemed larger even than it was. Clamber hand to the left and toward the end of
is going to ha ■ Lor rights.
ing far uphill, it waylays the traveler North valley, and not toward tho Cause
“ Do you sco that woman who holds her three times, and as we traversed it threo way heights.
umbrella at rjghfrangles to her body and timos, the children of the village threw
“ Lord Lucan then rode over to Lord
sticks the sharp j. int ahead like a bay wild flowers into our carriages. When we Cardigan to give orders for the charge. I
onet? She’s one oi the kind that sets tho went down, I must add, the withholding was near hy on foot, holding my horse’s
world afire. She has more energy in a ®f a copper tribute roused the wrath of bridle rein, and heard the conversation
minute than most people have in a year. the youthful neighbors of Delphi, and between Lord Lucan and Lord Cardigan.
A woman who swings her umbrella as other missiles than wild flow ers wero They did not seem to interpret the order
she walks is prono to dillydally; she never hurled into the carriage that I occupied.— of Lord Raglan in the same way. Lord
knows her mind, and, no difference, how B. L. Gildorsleevo in Atlantic.
Cardigan explained to Lord Lucan that
well sho may pretend to like a person, if
there were guns in the valley ahead as well
another speaks ill of him in his absence,
as on both sides of us, and he thought that
B eds W it h D raw ers.
she will generally sido in with the calumthere must be some mistake, but Lord Lu
A t some of tho furniture houses are to be can replied that that was the order of Lord
inator; at any rate sho will say nothing
in his defense. Sho who trails her um found brass bedsteads with drawers be Raglan, and there was no choice but to
brella along in her wake is untidy and in neath, which, in these days of apartment obey.
clined toward low principles. The ono life and voluminous wearing apparel, is a
“ Lord Cardigan assented. I was about
that holds the stick upright and keeps tap distinct advantage. There is a drawer at eight or ten feet distant from him, and,
ping it on the pavement every littlo while each end of tho bedstead, extending across turning, he gave me the first order. I
is a good person to tie to; she has strengt h the width. They are entirely inclosed, b le w ‘attention’ and th e n ‘ m ount.’ The
and honesty. There comes a woman car and thus the contents are protected from first, second and third platoons, were
rying her umbrella under her arm. She’s all dust. While not wide enough for dress formed, and then, facing his men, Lord
my wife and I w on’t say anything about skirts, they aro ample to hold a much Cardigan briefly addressed them, telling
trimmed bodice, and it is for these that them of the dangers of the charge and the
her.”
His companion looked at the little man’s they are specially designed.
probability of death to all. The men
cheered him vigorously. Turning to me
wrinkled, perplexed face and smiled. He
he said, ‘ Trumpeter, sound the forward!’
fancied he knew what the verdict would
D arted I n th e M id d le .
and we set off at a fast walk. A little lat
have been had the woman only been some
Mr. Rattlebone’s mouth is disfigured by er, turning his head, Lord Cardigan
body else.— Chicago Tribune.
the absence of one of his front teeth. His shouted, ‘ Trumpeter, sound the trot!’ and
little son surprised him the other day by I blew the call.
ONIONS AS CURRENCY.
asking:
“ We swept directly down tho valley with
“ Father, dear, wliat makes you part the Causeway heights on the right and
Som e o f th e M odes o f D ick erin g an d L iq 
your teeth in the middle?” — Golden Days. the Fedioukino hills on the left, and for a
uidation In M ontana.
distance of l y miles we had guns on three
Boys in the east sometimes think money
Som e T ru th In T hat.
sides of us. While we were still on the
a scarce enough article, but they really
“ Look at this, w ill you?” exclaimed the trot Captain Nolan was seen riding at
know very little about it compared with
what some of their cousins in the far west real estate and house renting optimist. “ In furious speed across our front and bearing
could toll thorn. There one often goes for this paper there is a record of 87 marriage his course to the right. He was waving
his sword and shouting to our command.
days without sight-of even so much as a licenses issued yesterday.”
“ Well, what of it?” said his partner, the His words w e could not hear distinctly,
nickel, and then tho people resort to all
pessimist of the firm, who was loaning but wo afterward knew that he was trying
sorts of queer devices to “ make change.”
An eastern man who liad occasion to back in a chair with his hat pulled down to correct tho blunder. Lord Cardigan
shouted out, ‘ In God’s name, what is tha*
spend many months in Montana tells of over his eyes.
“ What of it?” echoed tho other. “ Can’t man doing there?’ Some one in the mid
having seen a man huy a box of matches
with a watermelon and receive as change you see? Those 87 marriage licenses mean die platoon shouted back, ‘ Your lordship
two muskmelons. Another paid for sus 87 marriages. Tho 87 marriages will lead I think he wants you to charge toward
penders in turnips and got a carrot or two to 87 inquiries for houses, flats* or at least the Causeway heights.’ ‘ It is too late to
eligiblo apartments. It’s boudH to stimu change now ,’ said Lord Cardigan, ‘ for we
hack with liis purchase.
“ But of all the queer financial transac late business in our lino, and w e’ll get our aro too near the enemy.’ Then turning in
the saddle ho shouted to me, ‘ Trumpeter,
tions I have ever known,” said lie, “ the share.”
“ That doesn’t follow at all. Those 87 sound the charge!’ I blew the blast and
oddest came under the head of ‘ paying tlio
fiddler. ’ It had heen noised abroad that licenses represent 174 persons, doh’tthey?” was swept like a whirlwind down the val
ley.
“ Yes.”
a dance was to be given a little way up
“ It was the first shell, I think, that was
“ Probably all adults?”
the mountain, and I agreed to go along
fired that exploded some distance in front
“ Undoubtedly. What of it?”
with one of the boys to see tho fun. After
“ Nothing,” growled the pessimist, “ ex of Lord Cardigan, and a piece of that shell
going through the elaborate preparations
of blacking his boots and putting on a cept that 174 persons who havo hitherto struck Captain Nolan, tearing a great hole
collar I saw my companion go to the pota occupied 174 apartments will hereafter oc in his left sido. His horse, at once missing
to bin and carefully select a dozen nice po cupy 87. You give me a pain. Go away.” the guiding hand, turned to form with our
advancing platoons. Captain Nolan still
—Pearson’s Weekly.
tatoes and put them in liis pocket.

HER UMBRELLA.

WAS AT GALA KLAVA.

4

held his sword aloft, arid he uttered a
shriek that made us shudder. Then he
wavered in his seat and fell to the ground
near our charging column.
“ It was no timo to think. I followed
close to Lord Cardigan, who rode ahead,
turning often to»urgo his men forward.
When we finally reached the enemy, so
that we could return some of tho blows,
the men were lost to any sense of fear.
The smoke became so thick that I lost
sight of Lord Cardigan, but I could hear
his voice shouting encouragment to his
men. Running against a Russian artil
leryman I struck him with my saber, but
the stroke was short, and he came at me
with a rammer. My liorso was plunging
ahead, and before we could fight out our
duel I was carried beyond the battery and
among the Cossacks. A cavalryman mado
a lunge at me, but I parried the thrust.
The smoke was so thick that objects were
indistinct.
“ I was trying to find Lord Cardigan,
so as to bo near to rcceivo his orders. For
a time this was impossible. Finally I
heard his voice shouting to his men to fall
back, and at the same time I saw the
white hind leg of the horse ho rode. I
lifted the bugle to my lips and tried to
sound the retreat, but my horse was
plunging madly about and I could scarce
ly play the notes. I was slightly*wounded
in each leg and was weak from loss of
blood, and my horse was suffering more
than I. The blast from my bugle indicat
ed to the Russians my position, and as I
Bgain attempted to sound the call a shot
tore away the bell of my instrument. A t
the same time I received a lance’thrust on
my head. Dazed hy the blow, I fell for
ward, clasped my horse about tho neck,
and scarcely realized what was passing.
My horse followed the troopers moving
away in small squads through the dense
smoke, anil somewhere near where Cap
tain Nolan’s body lay the animal fell dead.
I hobbled back to our place of starting.
A t the roll call, out of 073 men only 195
wero left alive, and many wero wounded
so badly that they died afterward. ” —Den
ver Cor. Now York Sun.
U n cook ed B ice F o r tlie C om p lexion .

The wholesale eating of uncooked rice,
which is supposed to insure a good com
plexion, appears to he the last idea among
fashionable women. These unfortunate
individuals, however, would do well to
hear in mind the fact that the result of
eating raw rice is an anannic condition,
and that the ghastly whiteness of a person
suffering from an mini a is far from being
fascinating or desirable to gaze upon.—
London Figaro.

PARIS FLATS BEAT O U R S.
T h e F re n c h m a n Faya Bess an d G ets More
F o r H is M oney.

In somo respects at least flat life in Paris
seems to hold advantages over that in New
York and Harlem. The concierge, for in
stance, has not obtained yet the despotic
power of the imperial Harlem janitor. He
does not even attempt to dictate to the
tenants when they shall qr shall not eat,
and they may dump their ashes and cook
their n;< al.: a; their own sweet will.
The concierge, iiko the janitor, lives in
the building, and ho is expected, besides
keeping the building scrupulously clean,
to attend to ail the wants of his tenants.
Ho ■Lis wife must run all the errands,
take u ., ‘ ho cards of visitors and see that
no giKT.f is compelled to climb up to a flat
when the owner is out. For his services
the com erge receives a regular fee,
w .
'.?•.£ to about $250 a year.
The rental, too, cf the Parisian flat is ’
much less than that of New York, Har
lem, or even Brooklyn. A t Neuilly-surSeine, a him ride cf about three-quarters
of an hour from the heart of Paris, one
may get a three room fiat, with kitchen
and bath, for less than $ 1 0 a month.
The apartments in this suburb overlook
a beautiful park, the rooms are honestly
“ light and airy,’ ’ and the kitchen contains
running water, a stove, meat safe and
coal bin. A ll the rooms aro furnished
with parquet flooring, tho ceiling is deco
rated prettily and French windows open
out on to little balconies.
The marketmen in the neighborhood
deal in products suitable to such miniature
homes. It is possible to buy rabbit, duck,
hare, chicken, turkey, goose and other
game by the pound. Vegetables, cut ready
for soup, can be bought, and the baker
brings around crisp bread at 6 :30 every
morning.—New York Press.
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Charlie Cushman, of Phillips, was in
G u ide G o s s ip .
The help went in to Kennebago last town Wednesday night.
Elliott
Russell
is guiding the Gilman
A tent has been erected east of the
E. M. Haley was at Haines’ Landing Monday.
party.
water
mill,
and
will
be
used
as
a
picture
Monday.
W ork will begin soon on repairing the
gallery.
Freeman Tibbetts has been guiding for
Nathan Beedy, of Madrid, was in town sidewalks.
Monday.
Mrs. Phinney, of Turner, came last week five days, Mr. C. D. Lyford, of Cambridge,
Miss Lura Lamb has finished work at
to cook for Richardson Bros, at their Mass. They fished only in and about
Fred Burns was a visitor to the village F. W. Miller’ s.
“ City cove.” The catches first day, 5y
Kennebago
House.
Saturday.
Deputy Sheriff Esty went to Bemis and
ft. salmon, 2 trout; second day 5 ft. sal
Miss Maud Lamb, who has been work
Ed. Cushman, of Lang Plantation, was back, Tuesday.
mon; third day, 3 trout; fourth day, 2
ing
at
Phillips
during
the
winter,
returned
in town Friday.
There were eleven guests at Indian
salmon, 3 trout, largest salmon 4tyf fts.;
home Wednesday night.
Elmer Snowman came off the Dead River Rock last Tuesday.
fifth day, one 2 ft trout.
He is now
drive last Saturday.
T. Richardson’ s son with his wifeguiding A. F. Lamb, of Providence.
G.
W. Young has had his house painted C.
and child are visiting at his old home.
E. I. Herrick was at Gull Pond last and papered inside.
Natt Carr returned from Haines’ Land
Saturday.
ing, Tuesday, where he has been guiding.
. Bernard Ellis is at work at Haines’ They live in the west.
Guy Everett, of Phillips, was in town
Two boats and a canoe went down the Landing for Mr. T. L. Page.
Frank Porter took the Beldings to
lake on the Molly last Saturday.
Harry A. Furbish was in Boston a few last week and visited his cottage on the Greenvale, Wednesday.
shore of Oquossoc lake.
C.
W. Barrett shipped tw o of his boatsdays last week on business.
Jame Mathieson is guiding Mr. James
S. L . Crosby, accompanied by Elmer N. Wells, from New York.
to New Hampshire parties Monday.
Capt. Howard, accompanied by his wife
Cobb, his assistant, came last week and
Frank Nile, wife and child aud Martin returned from a short visit to Portland.
Geo. Hen. Huntoon is guiding Mr. A.
are ready for business at the old stand.
Nile amd wife left Sunday for Camp in the
Putnam of Lowell.
The next meeting of tho King’s Daugh
Cornelius Richardson 2d, and his
Meadow in the M agalloway region.
ters will be held at Mrs. A. E. B lodgett’s.
brother, Phineas, were called to Turner
Mrs. John Huntoon and Miss Amy
Sawdust City, (Redington).
The King’ s Daughters meeting was held
Philbrick left on the boat last Saturday at Mrs. G. L. Kempton’s last Monday resently on account of the death of their
mother.
A. I. Lambert, who has been running the
for Bemis where they will work for the evening.
Mr. Dickson’ s new steamer is named clapboard saw at the mill for some years,
season.
Preparations are under way to move
Mrs. Charles Miner, who was called the library from its present quarters to Oquossoc after the lake on which she runs. has gone Bangor way looking for a new
from the Mountain View House to Phil the room lately finished off in the store of It is the handsomest boat on the hike and job. His family will go later.
The mill is cutting at the rate of a mil
lips on account of the critical illness of E. T. Hoar, the rod maker. Rufus Porter is built of the best material aud in the
best manner.
lion feet of lumber a month.
her father, returned Saturday.
is-putting up the shelves.
H.
G. Berry is siill in town aud has Charles H. Davis, formerly-in charge of
Ed. Hoar has just finished the best rod
The ladies have been making cushions
he ever made. It is a split bamboo, put for the pews in the church during tho fitted a large number with spectecles. He the bridge building on the Sandy River
up in eight strips. This rod is to be a week. The material was purchased with is' giving excellent satisfaction and you railroad, has been in this place while in
special make and will be known as the money raised hy the recent entertain will find him responsible in every way and specting bridges on the P. & R. road.
“ Rangeley.” He has a fine lot now on ments, gotten up by the King’s Daugh is fully capable to treat your case. He General Manager Pope wishes him to take
will make another visit soon.
hand.
charge of all bridge repairs on his road.
ters.
The selectmen are to locate a private
way, subject to gates and bars, upon
petition of H. T. Kimball and others, be
ginning near the residence of Geo. L . Ross,
and running by W. T. H oar’s residence to
the Kenneuago road so called. The hear
ing to be at Furbish Hall at 2 o ’clock p.
m., May 20.
E. I. Herrick calls the attention of our
readers to his large stock of furniture,
con sistin g^ # carpetings, chambersets,
roompapers, etc. He has the largest line
of rockers to be found in the county.
Everything low price and on examination
will convince you that we can furnish a
a house for you as well as an v o n & fnOTTe'
county.
The new ai’rangements for telephone
service in Rangeley is a central office at
Mrs. H. H. Dill’ s.
The lines are now
divided as follows: No. 1, Phillips, Mad
rid and Sandy River. No. 2, Neal &
Quimby and Fui'bish, Butler & Oakes.
No. 3, John Russell, G. A. Proctor,
Rangeley Lakes, Samuel Hano, Mountain
View House, Haines Landing.
Last Tuesday morning Walter Oakes
was wearing a smile that extended from
his right ear crossing over and running
parallel with his cerebellum and making a
complete triangle with his medalla oblonggata.
The boys couldn’ t exactly tell
what the matter was, but when he could
close liis lips long enough to utter any
thing intelligible all that could be made
out of his utterances would be the word
“ boy.”
More than twenty years’ practice in
answering the questions of Inventors and
owners of patents have given C. L. Snow
& Co., of Washington, D. C., remarkable
facility in this line as may be seen from a
little book they have sent us, and which
they will send free to any address. In this
pamphlet, they have anticipated and
answered about every question inventors
have invented, and that is saying a good
deal.
The little son who came into the family
of W. D. Quimby the 10th was dressed by
his great-grandmother, Mrs. Wm. Haley,
who was 68 years old the 13th of this
month and has dres^fed in her lifetime
about 125 little ones. She has eight grand
children and dressed for the first time all
of them excepting tw o.
Mr. Quimhy’ s
tw o children have three great-grand
mothers, Quimby, Swett and Haley, and
tw o grandmothers, Mrs. Wm. Skofield
and Mrs. Geo. Oakes.

Olin Rowe has a new bicycle.

Passengers from Rangeley on the eleven
o ’clock train have 35 minutes at Phillips
for dinner. The Phillips Hotel is but a
minute’ s walk from the station, and you
will find a fine dinner awaiting you. The
water served is from Mount Blue Pond
and is absolutely pure.
Mrs. Mary Whitcomb Cole, daughter of
H. L. Whitcomb, Esq., of Farmington,
has reached her parent’ s home, ac
companied by her husband. Mrs. Cole,
who- is dangerously ill, stood the trip
from Boston fairly well.
Mrs. Cole is
well known in this section, being a rrtert?
of Mrs. Luther Nile.
The largest steamer in the Rangeley
Lake region was launched at Bemis
Saturday afternoon. The boat is 105 feet
long and 20 feet wide. She is built of hard
pine, and has tw o independent engines.
The steamer was built by A. E. Rowell
and will be used in towing logs and trafisporting freight for the Berlin Mills Com
pany. The launching was witnessed by a
large crowd.

Immense quantities of trout are being
taken from the pond every day.

Rangeley Lake House Register.

Mr. Harrison, of tho boarding house, re

W ednesday , May 12.—Chas. P. Merrill, Allen ports that a party of Boston sportsmen
Hadley. A . S . Thayer and wife, S . C. Lang. J.
W . Pinkham, A . E Bedford, Portland; A , T . are coming shortly to try the pond fishing.
French, S. B. Abbott, Galen Woodruff, Boston; Several rooms have been set aside exS. C. Durrell, Ffynn Durrell, Stratton; F . A.
Little, Augusta: W .E , Burgess, So. Norridge- pi’essly for sportsmen and tourists. They
v o c k ; D. T. Moore, Biddeford; H. A . Kedfield, have a private sitting room and a private
H. S. Redfleld, J. O. Emdey. Hartford; A.
dining room.
Hitchcock, Farmington; A bel H . Proctor,
Salem, Mass.: A . F . Breed, Jr.. Lynn; W . A .
Marble, S. 0 . Pullman,°E. G. Wells, J. E.
Adams, N ew York; A . Putnam and wife,
Lowell; J. W . Brackett, Phillips.
T h ursday -. May 13.—E. R. Lewis and wife.
Beni. Cummings and wife, ■
’Wlllfvia N ye, Jr.,
Continued from 5th page.
m a w B e a io r n ;"o r q a n L . Mott, J. M. Pearson
and wife, R. BabcOck. James N. Wells, New a few minutes, if time is not pressing—
York; S. L. Crosby, E. H. Cobb, Bangor; Dr.
and Mrs. E. H. Trowbridge, F. D. Buffington, p ro v id in g they do not tell me at once that
W orcester: Mr. and Mrs. C. W . Porter Marion I am “ quite a stranger” in which case I
C. Porter, Ralph W . Porter, Lynn: W . T. Dag
gett, Geo. L. W alker. W . B. Adie, Geo. L. can only choose between replying with a
Stevens. Portland; H. H. Sawyer, C. Bagham, sleepy “ yes,” or “ is that so?” or if I want
C. D. Lyford, Geo. E. Dudley, W atertow n’
Mass.; A . A . Sargent and wife. Haverhill; T. to snub them I can say, arrogantly,
J. Dillon, Bath.
“ Well, I’m sorry to learn that,” or I can
F r id a y , May 11.—T. B. Stew art, N ew York
S. C. Dizor, C. W - Chamberlain. W . S . Bur. tell them they lie. But in all cases I find
ba»k, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. A . B. Gilman. Geo. myself at my w it’ s end, and usually fare
Roaolie, Haverhill: H. H. Fi«ld. C. L. Tooth
best by ignoring the compliment and at
aker, Phillips.
S a t u r d a y , May 15.—J. w. Shepard, w ; F. once introducing another subject.
Gould. Boston; H. L . Goodwin. Farmington;
Now what is the proper answer to make
Geo. Heywood Gardner, Mass.; A . F. Lamb
and wife, Providence.
in reply to such an announcement; Can
S u n d a y , May 16.—R. W . Blanchard, Ella
Blackwell, Stratton; C. E. Packard, Guilford; anyone suggest a plan or invent a phrase
W . P. Eaton and wife, Redington.
that can predominate over that one;
Mo n d ay , May 17.—H . W , Knight, F. CBucknam. Lewiston; Geo. W . Gregory, C. H, Something that will startle them at just
Phinney, Boston; H A. Root, W . W . Tracy, at the critical moment, when they think
Pittsfield; G. F. Burns, R. L. Hayden. Portland.
Mr. and Met. Thos. I. Gilroy, Jr., N ew York; they are hors du com b at. I, for one, know
B. B. Rogers, Brockton.
what I feel like saying. I would draw
T u e s d a y , May 18.—L. M. Law, N ew Haven;
John R. Roelofs, J/iss Bertha Roelofs, Phila.; myself up to my full height, put my hat
E. M. Youmans, A. M. Davidson. N ew York; on and say, “ Indeed sir, very well then,
Geo. E. Bryant and wife. J/rs. F. E. W hite.
Brockton; J. H. Casey, J. W . Casey. Salem; Our friendship must have been of a very
W . T. J/orse, Pompanoosuk, V .t; E. F. Beld frail nature if it could not survive so short
ing, Fitchburg; E. Belding, Springfield;* Fred
L. W ing, S. L. Crosby, Bangor; Mr. and J/rs, a separation without being consumately
C. H. Hayes. Boston*
destroyed and quite a stranger established

Train Nos, 1 and 2 is manned for the
season by Chas. Allen, conductor; Robert
McMullen, head brakeman; Oscar Aldrich,
rear brakeman; Chris Boston, engineer;
Ira Whittemore, fireman. Train Nos. 3
and 4 is run by Anson Robertson, con
ductor; Marcell Skofield, baggage and
brakeman; Charles Hamlin, engineer; Bert
Davenport, -fireman; Bern Moulton is
express messenger and Fred York, mail
agent.
The mail route from Rangeley to Green
vale has been let to George D. Hinkley for
$125. The other routes, one from Rangeley to Mountain View and Haynes Land
ing let to E. S. Dingley, one from RangeBORN.
ley to Indian Rock to a Bangor man, and
Rangeley, May 18, to Mr. and Mrs. W alter
the one from Rangeley to to Kennebago Oakes, a son.
to a man from Sedalia, Missouri. It is
understood that Capt. Howard takes the
M A R R IE D .
tw o down the lake and the Missouri man
Phillips, May 17, by Rev. W . A . N ottage, Mr.
w ill sell out to some one.
Millard Towle, o f Winthrop, and Mrs, Ilda M.
The following from the Lewiston Sun Haines, o f Phillips.
«
will be of interest, as the Dirigo is the
company who own and operate the line
D IE D .
here: The Sun correspondent called upon.
Phillips, May 15, H. A , Hall, aged 57 yrs. 8
Dr. J. J. Linscott, the president of the months.
Dirigo Telephone and Telegraph company,
Phillips, May 17, Mrs. Damiel Leavitt, aged
to obtain the official’ s opinion in regard 59 years.
to the possible consequences resulting
Phillips, May 17, Benjamin G. W alker, aged
from the decision of the United States about »3 years.
supreme court in the case of the Bell Tele
phone Company vs. the Berliner patents.
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
He declined to talk about the subject at
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe. 10c.
present.

in its stead; therefore I will no-t annoy
you further until we have an opportunity
of renewing our acquaintance.” Then I
would march stiffly away. But all that
occupies too much time. What we want
is a little, short, simple phrase that will
impress them with their own insignificance
and helplessness—something that will
crush and produce a lasting effect. This
is no boy’ s job, for that “ quite a stranger”
dodge is a very formidable weapon, but
believing it as having already outlived its
popularity a more formidable one will un
doubtedly be eagerly endorsed by all and
we will unite and rush the “ stranger”
into oblivion with “ Annie Rooney” and
“ Dan M cGinty.”
Daniel E. Heywood.

Camp Caribou.
Just try a 10c. box of Cascarets, the fin
est liver and bowel regulator ever made.

